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FOREWORD
By Darlene Cavalier
Founder, Science Cheerleader

The Science of Cheerleading is designed to help cheerleaders
learn a little more about, well, the science of cheerleading! This
isn’t a book to trick you into learning science. It’s designed to
help you learn how and why certain cheerleading movements
and positions work well (and how others can be improved).
We know that science is part of everything we do and love.
People who study math, chemistry, physics, biology, and other
science fields help us define and articulate rules (or scientific
principles) so we can better understand how things work, and,
how we can make things work better. Like forming a more
solid pyramid or launching a higher basket toss with a precise
(and safe) landing. Understanding the science, technology,
engineering, and math inherent in cheerleading will help you
achieve a greater understanding of cheerleading and, believe
it or not, you will start to understand how the world works!
The same world YOU will have an opportunity to shape.
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The Science Cheerleaders will be cheering you on!
We’ve organized The Science of Cheerleading into six chapters,
a conclusion, and some reference materials.
Each chapter includes:
• A very brief video of a Science Cheerleader introducing the
chapter’s topic
• A brief video of cheerleaders performing a science cheer
about the chapter’s topic
• Text, illustrations, and some fun examples describing the
topic as it relates to cheerleading
• A 2-3 minute video of an interview with a Science
Cheerleader so readers learn more about her connections to
science and cheerleading

You’ll notice that the chapters emphasize the physics of
cheerleading. There are other topics we touch on here but will
cover in-depth in the future. These include nutrition, hydration,
energy, and injury prevention. Before we dive into those books,
we’d sure love to hear what you think about this version. Like us on
Facebook, email your thoughts, follow us on Twitter or send us a
You Tube video of you performing your very own Science Cheer!
Have fun, be safe,
and happy cheering!

- Darlene

Chapter 1.2 even includes an interactive animation for you to try!
If you see a science term in bold text, you will find more
information about it in our Glossary. We’ve also put cheer terms
in bold and provided a link in our Glossary to the U.S. All-Star
Federation’s cheers terminology.

NOTE: If you’re viewing this as a PDF, you’ll need Flash.
Click on any video and you’ll see a pop up message inviting
you to download the free flash player. Click “get more
information” on that pop up message to install Flash.
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The Science Cheerleader’s™ Science of Cheerleading was made possible by a grant
from the Burroughs Wellcome Fund, advancing biomedical science by supporting
research and education.

OTHER PARTNERS INCLUDE:
Science Cheerleader
An organization of more than 300 current and
former NFL and NBA cheerleaders pursuing
careers in science, technology, engineering, and
math (STEM) who playfully challenge stereotypes,
inspire people to consider STEM careers, and
engage people from all walks of life in science
research and science policy. Learn more at
sciencecheerleader.com
SciStarter.com
The top online destination to find citizen science
projects (formal and informal research projects in
need of YOUR help). Find a project near you by
visiting scistarter.com
USA Science and Engineering Festival
A national grassroots effort to advance STEM
education and inspire the next generation of
scientists and engineers.
Visit usasciencefestival.org

Arizona State University
The Center for Engagement & Training in Science
& Society (CENTSS), housed at Arizona State
University’s Consortium for Science, Policy &
Outcomes (CSPO), is a multi-disciplinary research
center that aims to change how we as a society
think about, learn about, and talk about science
and technology. (Darlene is a Professor of Practice
at ASU. Check out Science Cheerleaders from
ASU in this video!) Learn more at cspo.org/centss
Team Cheer
was founded in 1991 to meet the needs of
dedicated coaches and athletes nationwide. In
addition to offering high quality cheerleading
shoes, apparel, and custom uniforms, Team
Cheer prides itself on personalized service. Like
Science Cheerleader, Team Cheer urges young
cheerleaders to put passion in every step! Team
Cheer has generously provided cheerleading
warm-ups to the Science Cheerleaders who travel
all over the country promoting cheerleading and
science. Visit teamcheer.com
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SimInsights
Whose games, simulations, and analytics make
it easy for teachers to deeply engage students
in hands-on learning. SimInsights developed the
interactive simulation in Chapter 1.
siminsights.com
Pop Warner Little Scholars, Inc.
is a non-profit organization that provides
the largest youth football and cheer & dance
programs in the world. Pop Warner is the only
youth football, cheerleading & dance organization
that requires its participants to maintain
academic standards in order to participate.
Science Cheerleader works with Pop Warner
to provide positive role models and science
activities to teams across the nation. Science
Cheerleader also provides an annual scholarship
to a Pop Warner cheerleader.
Learn more at popwarner.com

JAMZ Cheer and Dance
is a multifaceted company that works with
youth leagues across the country to improve
consistency in rules, interpretation, and scoring
as well as educational training for cheerleaders
and coaches. From coaches’ clinics and camps
to regional and national championships, JAMZ
provides successful quality events. JAMZ is
the cheerleading developmental partner of Pop
Warner and provides a custom electronic scoring
system JudgeSoft™ along with YCADA certified
judges, to ensure their competition is judged
according to the highest and fairest standards.
Visit jamz.com
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CHAPTER

IN THIS CHAPTER:
Coach Newton
Newton’s Laws of Cheerleading
Basket Toss Animation
From Basket Toss to Rocket Launch
Lindsey: Chemical Engineer

Science Cheerleader Lindsey kicks things off!

Cape Coral Junior Football Association cheering
about Air Time!
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If you want to jump high,
You must acc-el-er-ate,
“So,” said Isaac Newton,
“Change the forces or the weight!”

Speaking of world records, on November 12, 2011, the Science
Cheerleaders and Pop Warner cheerleaders set a new record in
the Guinness Book of World Records for the World’s Largest (and
probably loudest) Cheerleading Cheer. How many of them?
1,278. What did they cheer for? S-C-I-E-N-C-E, of course!

Everybody loves watching a cheerleading team whip through their
caution-to-the-wind flips and cartwheels, their bone-cracking
walkovers, their quick-rising pyramids. But it’s the aerial stunts
that draw the involuntary oohs and aahs. The high-flying basket
toss, the barrel roll, the helicopter—aerials are nearly as
exhilarating to watch as they are to perform, and for the same
reason. More than anything else in the cheerleaders’ playbook,
aerials seem to challenge the laws of physics that keep us
humans earthbound.
On some cheerleading teams, flyers are regularly tossed skyward
12 feet or more. The world record for a basket toss stands at an
incredible 17 feet 8 inches—or good-size giraffe height, in animal
units. This record was set in January 2010 by the Australian
All-Star Cheerleading Federation, so maybe it would make more
sense to put it in kangaroo units. But kangaroos can jump only
a paltry ten feet high or so. (Maybe if they had other kangaroos
tossing them....)

Science Cheerleader Heidi leads a Guinness World Record–setting cheer with Pop Warner
Cheerleaders at the Northeast Regional Championship (2011).

Just what’s the connection? And how could understanding
science help anyone reach the record heights of the Aussie
All-Stars?
To answer that, we need to go back a few hundred years and
look at the work of one of the most brilliant scientists who ever
lived. As a cheerleader he would have been a total washout. But as a
coach—well, he knew a thing or two about moving bodies....
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COACH NEWTON

Lighter ones fell more slowly. Heavenly objects like the moon,
meanwhile, didn’t fall at all. They just naturally moved in a circular
motion, around the Earth.

Sir Isaac Newton was born in Lincolnshire,
England, in 1642, the son of a farmer and
had little interest in anything having to
do with farm life. He did have a host of
other interests, though, and after studying
mathematics, physics, and astronomy at
Cambridge University, he indulged them
all. In the course of his life, Newton invented
a whole branch of mathematics (calculus),
calculated the speed of sound, and figured out that white light
is actually made up of a spectrum of different colors, which we
commonly know as a rainbow. Later, he became a member of the
British Parliament, the Master of the Royal Mint, and eventually a
Knight of the British Realm.

Half a century before Newton’s birth, Italian genius Galileo Galilei
rightly turned this thinking around. He claimed not only that
heavenly objects must behave exactly as Earthbound ones do,
but also that all objects on Earth fall at the same acceleration,
no matter what their weight. Most importantly, he proved his
observations to be true through experiments. And he described
his findings not in the vague language of philosophy but in the
clear language of mathematics.

But Sir Isaac is best known for giving us the universal laws of
gravity and motion. He didn’t discover gravity, of course. Even the
earliest people learned pretty quickly that a rock tossed straight
up into the air will come down hard on the head of the thrower.
But since at least the days of the ancient Greek philosophers,
gravity was thought to be some property lying within certain
Earthly objects that drew them toward the ground. (Things like
flames that went the other way, upwards, were described as
having “levity.”) Heavier objects, it was believed, fell faster.

Newton’s three Laws of Motion, published in 1687, allow us to
understand how things move and what role various forces play in
shaping their movement. Specifically, they allow us to understand
how things move under the influence of gravity—which is to
say, how they move anywhere in the universe. And they apply
to everything, from falling apples and feathers here on Earth to
orbiting planets and moons far out in the solar system. They even
apply to soaring cheerleaders, which suggests that you may want
to know something about them—if for no other reason than you
should understand a law you’re constantly trying to break.

Mathematician, Physicist, Inventor,
Unfulfilled Cheerleading Coach

Newton, born the year Galileo died, took up where his
predecessor left off. He went on to extend Galileo’s work, and to
explain to the educated public exactly what it all meant.
So—ready to take your place among the smart folks of the
seventeenth century?
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Generally, Newton’s Laws of Motion are summarized
this way:
1 An object at rest—one, that is, that’s not moving—tends to
stay at rest. An object in motion tends to stay in motion,
moving at the same speed and in the same direction. This
will remain the case unless something else pushes or pulls
on the object.
There is some important vocabulary we’re going to have to pay
attention to, and a few important concepts tucked away in that
first law. The combination of “speed” and “direction” is one of
them. Scientists reserve the word velocity for this particular
combination. Many of us use “velocity” to mean the same
as “speed,” but it’s a little different. Picture three separating
sections of a marching band, for example, one going upfield, one
downfield, and one across the field toward the sideline. They may
all be marching to the same beat and at exactly the same speed,
but because they are marching in different directions, they are
moving at three different velocities. They’d also be moving at
different velocities, of course, if section one was running, section
two was walking, and section three was lying still because it had
tripped over sections one and two.
So, simply put, Newton’s first law says that objects simply do
not like to change velocity, and he called this natural resistance
inertia. Accordingly, this law of physics is known as the “law of
inertia,” and it has been proven true countless times both by
scientists in the laboratory and by parents trying to get their

children out of bed. The amount of inertia any particular body
has—how much it will resist a change in its motion or lack of
motion—is measured by its mass. (No one knows yet how to
measure the inertia of a sleeping teen.)
Mass is another word that people use loosely. We usually
encounter it in the form of its adjective, “massive,” and use it to
mean the same thing as “weight.” And most of the time, honestly,
it won’t hurt to think of it that way. But technically, mass means
the amount of matter—the physical “stuff”—in any individual
object. Weight, meanwhile, refers to the effect of gravity on
that matter. In the system of measurement used in the United
States, weight is measured in pounds. For mass, we use the
metric system, and units of kilograms. As an example, let’s say
you weigh 120 pounds. If you were suddenly transported to the
moon, your mass would remain the same—a neat 54.4 kilograms
(One kg = 2.2 lb). But your weight would change dramatically.
You’d be a terrier-class 20-pounder because the moon’s gravity is
only about one-sixth that of Earth’s.
Finally, there’s that “push or pull” that is needed to overcome an
object’s inertia—to get it moving, slow it down, speed it up, or
change its direction. Newton called anything that can do this a force.
We interact with forces of all sorts all the time, pushing and pulling
us in ways we may or may not like. Not just with the most obvious
examples, such as those you might meet up with (or inflict) on a
soccer field, say, but with more subtle examples, too. Friction is a
force. So is gravity. And gravity is pulling on us all the time, even
when we’re sitting still. If it wasn’t, we’d all be weightless.
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AIR MOVING OVER FRISBEE SURFACES
WEIGHT

AIRFLOW

DRAG
LIFT

We often find many different forces acting upon the same object,
pushing or pulling it in different directions at once. Even for simple
moving objects like tennis balls and Frisbees, the number and
arrangement of forces acting upon them can get pretty complicated.
Luckily for us, forces obey certain rules. Better yet, these rules
stay the same whether they’re applied to Frisbees, planes, trains,
or rockets. Without understanding them, U.S. scientists could
never have sent an astronaut to the moon, or launched the
satellites that, among many other critical tasks, allow you to text
your friends.
The rules even stay the same when a few determined
cheerleaders are trying to launch one of their teammates
as high as a giraffe’s head. So it doesn’t take a giant leap of
imagination to guess that velocity, inertia, mass, and force will be
words we’ll need to describe what’s happening to that airborne
cheerleader—both on
her way up and on her
way down.

But first we need to take a quick look at Newton’s other two laws.
Remember, the first law states that without some outside force,
an object will keep doing what it’s already doing, either staying
put or moving.
Newton’s Second Law tells us what happens when
a force is applied:
2 When a force acts on an object, the motion of the object
changes; it speeds up or slows down or changes direction.
In scientific terms, it accelerates. The more force, the
greater the acceleration. But the more mass the object has
to begin with, the more it resists acceleration.
You more or less know this to be true from experience. When
a force is applied by, say, your foot to a soccer ball that’s been
sitting quietly on the grass, that ball’s inertia is quickly overcome
and it starts moving, fast. And the harder you kick it, the faster it
goes. Increase the mass of the soccer ball—make it a basketball,
say—and you’ll find you need more force to achieve the same
result. Make it more massive still—a bowling ball, this time—
and Newton’s Second Law will become very concrete.
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Kicking a bowling ball will also illustrate Newton’s Third Law:
3 When one object exerts a force on another object, the
second object exerts an equal but opposite force on
the first.
Or, for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Or, if you try to change the motion of a bowling ball, it will
try to change the shape of your foot.
But enough of bowling balls. Let’s get back to cheerleading, and
see how Newton can help us examine a simple basket toss.
(View a PDF with definitions of Cheerleading Terminology.)

NEWTON’S LAWS OF
CHEERLEADING
In a standard cheerleader basket toss,
one agile flyer is tossed upward by two
or more strong bases. With practice
and skill, she will soar high enough
to momentarily stop the hearts of
her onlooking parents. And, just as
importantly, the bases will catch her
safely (and restore her parents’ oxygen
levels) when she comes back down.
Many, many hours of practice will have gone into perfecting the
toss, of course. And all of them are aimed at overcoming all the
things that make the stunt so hard to perform well. Newton’s
laws can show us just how hard.
One of the great innovations of Newton, and of Galileo before
him, was to show how the laws governing nature could be
expressed in the language of mathematics. So, to understand
the science behind everything a cheerleader does, a little math
is absolutely necessary. Don’t worry—if you’ve already had an
introduction to algebra, the math that follows will be easy. But
even if you haven’t, there’s nothing you can’t handle. Just have a
little patience.
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First, let’s see how cheerleaders performing a basket toss fit into
Newton’s terms. (Take your time in going through this —it’s not
difficult, but you do have to pay attention to the terminology.)

Following Newton’s first law, once the bases start the flyer on her
journey, she will keep going upward unless some other force is
pushing or pulling on her. Unfortunately for record seekers, other
forces are always at work.

The first law states that an object at rest will stay at rest unless
something—a force—pushes or pulls on it.

Some of them we can ignore for now, because they’re relatively
small. For instance, in the air the flyer will be slowed down by air
resistance, or drag. This force is the result of friction between
the air and the flyer’s clothes and skin. Even before that, there
is also some friction between her shoes and the bases’ hands.
This friction is a good thing, because it keeps her from slipping
sideways during the toss, but it also slightly diminishes the force
of the bases’ upward throw.

In this case, the object at rest is our flyer, before the toss.
The force will be supplied by the bases.
What they will need to overcome is the inertia of the
flyer—her body’s resistance to any change in motion.
How much resistance she offers is determind by her mass.
Newton’s second law tells us that when a force acts on an
object, the object accelerates—it speeds up or slows down or
changes direction. For the record, we often use “accelerate” to
mean “speed up” and “decelerate” to mean “slow down,” but
in physics, “accelerate” handles both—it just means a change
in velocity, and it doesn’t matter which way that change goes.
Mathematically, you can have positive (speeding up) or negative
(slowing down) acceleration. The bigger the force, the greater the
acceleration. But the bigger the mass of the object, the more it
resists acceleration.

But the big force operating here, the one we can never ignore,
is that of gravity. It’s gravity, pulling down on the flyer’s mass,
that slows her ascent and eventually stops and reverses her
upward motion.

What’s this mean for our cheerleaders? Nothing surprising: In
general, Earthy terms, the heavier the flyer is, the more power the
bases need to get her flying upward. But it’s interesting to see just
why that’s so, and where an examination of the reasons leads us.
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Gravity, then, is the force that must be overcome, for as long as
possible. Naturally, it’s going to win, over time. It always does,
because the force it exerts is greater than anything human
muscle power can provide. But it can be overcome for a while—
just ask any pigeon—and the longer it is overcome, the higher
the flyer can go.
Put another way, we can say that how high the flyer goes
depends on how much upward velocity the bases can provide.
Or you could say (if you’re very careful about your language—
we’ll see why soon), the more she is accelerated from standing
cheerleader to flying cheerleader, the farther she will travel
before gravity can stop her and pull her back down again.
If Newton were coaching our cheerleaders, then—and like any
good coach or teacher, leading them to think for themselves—he
might point out that if they want to improve their basket toss,
they should examine what conditions they can change to affect
the speed of the flyer’s ascent.
The conditions, our cheerleaders would realize (naturally,
they’re bright and attentive students), are mass (the flyer’s
weight) and force (the bases’ power). Those, in theory, they
can do something about. Gravity they can’t change. But some
combination of small mass and big force should give the flyer
enough acceleration to get to a point where she can look a giraffe
in the eye.

The relationship between these three quantities—mass, force,
and acceleration—is neatly wrapped up in one of Newton’s most
famous equations. In fact, it’s one of the most famous equations
in all of science. What it says is that

Force = mass times acceleration
or

F=ma
(By tradition, F for “force” is always a capital; m and a, for “mass”
and “acceleration,” are always lowercase.)
Now, if you’ve had any algebra, you’ll know that when we’ve got
a mathematical statement like F=ma, which says that two things
are equal, we are allowed to do certain things to it to make it
more convenient. (Don’t worry if you haven’t gotten to algebra
yet. Just plow through—you’ll catch up in a few paragraphs.) One
of the things we can do is rearrange the equation (by dividing
both sides by “m”) to read

Force divided by mass = acceleration
or

F/m=a
Or, because if something equals something else, the statement is
true both backward and forward,

a = F/m.
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We can also rewrite the equation to read

m = F/a
or

mass = force divided by acceleration.
Another way of saying all this is that
Force is directly proportional to mass and acceleration. The
more force you apply to an object, the faster it accelerates.
(Hard kick, speedy soccer ball.)
But acceleration is inversely proportional to mass. As mass gets
bigger, acceleration gets smaller. (Same hard kick, slow bowling ball.)
Let’s see what all that means for us by looking at those recordsetting basket-tossing Australians.
The first thing we need to do is get our numbers in order. The
Aussie team consisted of four beefy guys (the bases) and one
much smaller girl (any guesses why?). We know from published
reports that she weighed 101 pounds, or 46 kilograms. (We’re
going to use metric measurements throughout because that’s
how scientific calculations are done all over the world.)

We will give each of our bases the same muscular oomph.
But the way we measure the force their muscles can muster is
probably going to be unfamiliar to you. The unit scientists use
for force is the newton, abbreviated as a capital N and named
after Sir Isaac. The important thing to remember here is simply
that the more force the bases are applying to the flyer, the more
newtons. Explaining precisely what the unit stands for gets a little
complicated, and you can skip this part if you want, but it will
help you understand something about acceleration, and that’s
important. So take a deep breath, and read on:
One newton equals the amount of force needed to get a one
kilogram mass moving at one meter a second. Think of it as
the amount of force you’d need to push a one-liter bottle of
water along a counter for just over three feet while saying onemississippi; you’d need 46 newtons to move 46 bottles (or one
Australian flyer) that far that fast.
But more precisely, a newton is the amount of force needed to
accelerate a one kg mass one meter per second, every second.
Remember, acceleration means a change in velocity. But we
always talk about velocity in terms of time. For instance, we say
a sprinter can run 100 yards in 10 seconds, or a car is going 60
miles per hour. To talk about the acceleration of the car, we have
to say how long it takes to get to 60 mph. If it can go from 0 mph
to 60 mph in three seconds, it has the acceleration of a Porsche.
If it goes from 0 to 60 in thirty seconds, it’s something you
probably don’t want to buy.
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So for each second it’s traveling, the car—let’s make it the
Porsche, okay?—has an acceleration of 20 miles per hour (60
divided by 3).
As the seconds tick away, the car goes faster and faster. After
one second, it’s traveling at 20 mph, after two seconds it’s going
40 mph, after 3 seconds it’s going 60 mph and so on. That is,
every second its velocity keeps changing by 20 mph, but its
acceleration—its change in velocity—remains the same.
This kind of change in velocity is called constant acceleration, and
you are quite familiar with it—even though you may not realize
it—because this is the way gravity works. A skydiver, a high fly
ball, or a high-flying cheerleader will all speed up as they fall. To be
a bit more exact, for every second that they’re falling, they will be
accelerating by 9.8 meters, or 32 feet, a second. That is, they will
be dropping at 9.8 meters a second (32 ft/s) by the time they’ve
fallen for one second, 19.6 meters a second (64 ft/s) by the end of

second two, 29.4 meters a second (96 ft/s) by the end of second
three, 39.2 meters per second (128 ft/s) by the end of second four,
and so on until something (with luck, something soft) slows them
down. We therefore say that the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity
is 9.8 meters per second per second, and we write that as 9.8 m/s2,
or 9.8 meters per second squared.
In reality, our skydiver or cheerleader won’t be coming down quite
that fast, because she’ll be held up a tiny bit by air resistance,
which has more and more of an effect as time, and thus speed,
increases. But we can ignore that for now. Anyway, our flyer
doesn’t need to worry about falling for four seconds—that would
require a toss higher than 14 giraffes!
How long will our flyer be falling? Let’s go back to the Australians.
A quick examination of the video of the record basket toss shows
that the flyer’s total time in the air was around 2 seconds. So let’s
use that as our approximate amount of air time.
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How much of that time was spent going up and how much
coming down? About one second each way: because not only
does everything that goes up have to come down, it also has to
take the same amount of time in each direction.
It doesn’t matter if it’s a popped-up baseball or a paintball fired
at an overhead mosquito (not recommended behavior)—it will
spend half its time in the air going up, half coming down. And its
behavior will be the same in both directions, except in reverse: on
the way up, the baseball or paintball (or cheerleader, for that matter)
will start out fast, then slow down until it has zero velocity at the
top of its ascent. Then it will begin falling, slowly at first, then
faster and faster until it reaches maximum speed at the bottom.
And—and this is the really interesting part, and the part you’re
going to have to read more than once—no matter how high its
velocity at the beginning, its acceleration will be the same, for
the entire duration of its journey, and the same as for every
other object or person thrown or slung or fired into the air
(so long as we ignore air resistance).
In other words, over time, the change
in its velocity will be the same in both
directions: from whatever speed it
starts with, to zero at the top, then
from zero at the top, to whatever
speed it started with
at the bottom.

Picture an electric-powered toy car. It’s zooming along a track
that’s been laid in a deep trench in the ground, with a ramp that
rises steeply until it ends just at ground level. The car starts at
zero miles an hour, then accelerates steadily up to 50 mph, at
which point it suddenly runs out of ramp. What will happen? It
will become airborne, traveling upward, more and more slowly
until it can rise no more. Then it starts to fall, faster and faster.
What speed will it have at the moment it hits the ground?
Fifty miles per hour—the speed it had when it left the ground.
Why is that? Because once the car leaves the track—or the
baseball leaves the thrower’s hand or the paintball leaves the
paintball-gun—the only force still acting on the airborne object,
the “pull” that is making it slow down on the way up and speed up
on the way down, is gravity. As Galileo showed, the acceleration
caused by gravity is constant, and it’s the same, whether it’s acting
on a cheerleader, a hamster, an elephant, a paintball, a baseball, or
a wrecking ball. All objects, no matter how heavy they are, will fall
at the same rate—9.8 meters (32 feet) per second per second (as
long as you don’t count the effect of air resistance).
People still have a hard time believing this, even though Galileo
proved it to be true some 400 years ago. They imagine a
cannonball and a feather being dropped from the same height
and can’t picture them hitting the ground at the same time. But
the feather gets held up only because it’s so light that the air
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it’s falling through acts on it like syrup. Once you get rid of the
air, heavy and light objects behave the same. In 1971, Apollo
15 astronaut David Scott even demonstrated this while on the
moon, dropping a feather and a hammer and watching them fall
and hit the ground simultaneously.

If we want to be more precise we can figure it out, but it gets a bit
complicated. Doing the math involves determining just how long
it takes a body to fall 5.4 meters (or 17 feet, 8 inches, the height
of Australians’ record toss). As it turns out, it takes 1.05 seconds
to fall that distance. That’s only five hundredths of a second more
than we estimated in the first place—awfully close. But those
five hundredths of a second represent about a foot and a half
difference in height! Gravity doesn’t fool around.
A little more math tells us that the Australian flyer, at the instant
she landed back in the bases’ arms, was traveling at a velocity of
10.3 meters per second, or 23 miles per hour.
That, we now know, also means that she was traveling upward
at 10.3 meters per second, or 23 mph, at the instant she left the
bases’ hands.

A flying cheerleader will fall just like the toy car. She too will land
with the same velocity at which she left the bases’ hands.
How fast was the Australian flyer going at takeoff? The quick
calculation is that since she took about a second to fall, she
must have been going about 9.8 meters a second at that point,
because that’s the velocity of any falling object after one second
of fall. Again, that’s 32 feet a second, or about 22 miles an hour.

How much force did they need to get her going at that speed?
The short answer is: a lot—close to 2,000 newtons, or 500
newtons apiece for each of the four bases. The longer answer
is below, indented to make it easier for you to skip over it if you
need to. But for those of you who are comfortable enough with
the math, the answer is:
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Newton’s second law, F=ma, for which we need to know the
flyer’s mass and acceleration. We know the mass; it’s 46 kg.
But determining her acceleration is more difficult. Remember,
this isn’t the acceleration downward due to gravity. This is
acceleration upward before gravity alone takes over. And for that
we need to know how much time elapsed between the instant
the bases started their upward lift and the instant the flyer’s feet
lost touch with the bases’ hands. That’s important because that
time interval will tell us what the acceleration of the flyer was
through the lift. Remember, we know her starting velocity—zero.
And we know her takeoff velocity—10.3 meters per second. We
just don’t know how fast she went from one speed to the other.
We can come to a rough estimate, however. From videos, it
appears that the launch took about a quarter of a second. So
let’s pick that as our value. A little arithmetic shows us that if the
bases’ hands—and thus the flyer—were going from zero meters
a second to 10.3 meters a second in a quarter of a second, then
the acceleration was more than 41 meters per second per second:

10.3 m/s divided by .25 s = 41.2 m/s2.
so

Assuming each of the four bases was contributing equally, that
means each base had to supply more than 473 newtons of force
to the flyer.
Could they have done better? Only by increasing the acceleration
at takeoff or by tossing a lighter flyer. If the flyer had gone on
a drastic diet, for example, and lost 10 pounds (4.5 kg), she
would have been a wispy 91 pounds (41 kg). Then the bases, in
theory, could have accelerated her to a velocity of 11.5 meters per
second (nearly 38 feet/sec). Her time in the air would have risen
to almost 1.2 seconds each way, and she would have risen 6.7
meters (22 feet!) before starting to drop. Her velocity at landing
would have been the same as at takeoff: 11.5 meters a second, or
almost 26 mph.
Of course, this is not necessarily a winning strategy. For starters,
decreasing the mass of an already not-so-large girl is probably a
bad idea, since she will a) lose muscle and b) probably jeopardize
her health. So whether she could keep her form and balance
during the stunt is a big question. And second, being able to
safely catch a 90-pound weight dropping at 26 mph is, well,
problematic. Imagine a big German Shepherd jumping into your
arms from a second-story window and you’ll understand.

F = 46 kg x 41.2 m/s2 = 1,893 N
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Having trouble picturing all this? Want to see how it works
in action?

ANIMATED ILLUSTRATION
Click below, and try our interactive Basket Toss Game. Here, you
can change the number of bases and the force of the toss, and see
the effect on our hopeful cheer squad.

One last note for sharp-eyed readers: a careful look at Newton’s
laws will show you why, once the flyer is in the air, there is
absolutely nothing she can do to affect the height of the toss,
other than turn her body one way or another. (We’ll look at that
part in the next chapter.) To rise more, she would need a force—
something that could push or pull her upward against the force
of gravity. Unless she has wings, she’s out of luck. In theory, she
could take off her shoes and throw them downward. Newton’s
third law states that she should then experience a reaction equal
to her action, and thus go upward. But she would need a lot of
time in the air to manage this trick—and a lot of shoes to have any
measurable effect. Carrying so many shoes would increase her
mass, of course, and make her harder to launch in the first place.

FROM BASKET TOSS TO ROCKET LAUNCH
About the Animation: The Basket Toss Game, developed by
SimInsights, depicts a group of bases tossing one flyer. Playing
the basic animation will show the flyer reaching a set height
that is determined by the force with which she’s tossed. Her
ability to land safely, though, will depend on how high she goes
(which dictates her maximum speed on the way down), and on
how many bases are there to catch her.

Newton’s laws are handy for analyzing the height of a basket
toss, and it would have been nice if Sir Isaac had actually turned
his attention to cheer stunt analysis. Sadly, team sports did not
occupy a large place in 17th century England, or anywhere else in
Europe. However, astronomy did. And warfare.
Not surprising, then, that scientists used Newton’s laws to
calculate the orbits of moons and comets, and the trajectories
(or flight paths) of everything from fireworks to cannonballs.
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Eventually they would use them to design airplanes, helicopters,
rockets, satellites, and space stations.
In fact, looking at a rocket launch is a great way to see
Newton’s laws in action.
Here, we see a standard two-stage rocket, the kind
typically used by the Russian, European, and Chinese
space agencies, as well as the United States.
Prior to launch, the 170-foot rocket sits heavy on
its launch pad. With a weight of around 700 tons,
it’s not going anywhere without a serious push. This
demonstrates Newton’s First Law: if something is not
moving, it needs a force to get it moving.
The push, of course, comes from burning rocket fuel,
which is stored in large quantity (millions of gallons)
in the rocket’s fuel tanks. Without the fuel, the empty
rocket weighs just 30 tons or so, about the same as
the average city bus.
When the fuel is ignited, it is turned into hot gas,
which rushes from the engines with enormous
force—more than 10,000,000 newtons’ worth.
Since the only exits for the gas, the engine exhausts,
are pointed downward, that’s the only way it can
go. But, as we know from Newton’s Third Law, every
action has an equal and opposite reaction. So as
hundreds of tons of fuel push downward, the rocket
is pushed upward with equal and opposite force.

Being so massive, the rocket accelerates slowly at first, held back
by the constant, downward pull of gravity. But within minutes, the
rocket has burned through most of its fuel. As a result, the rocket
becomes much lighter.
With its mass now decreased, the rocket accelerates much
faster. This is Newton’s Second Law in action: the heavier a thing
is, the harder it is to accelerate. The lighter it is, the easier it is
to accelerate, and the faster it moves. You might also notice that
unlike the acceleration due to gravity, this acceleration is not
constant. It’s changing all the time—that is, the rate of change in
velocity is changing—as the mass of the rocket/fuel combo gets
smaller. If you had a speedometer on board, you wouldn’t see the
needle moving smoothly. It would move faster and faster as the
acceleration increased.
Engineers take further advantage of Newton’s Second Law
by building their rockets in two or more detachable parts, or
stages, which drop off to lighten (and accelerate) the rocket as
it ascends. A little while after liftoff, once the lowest stage has
run out of fuel, the stage is dropped and falls harmlessly into the
ocean. Having dropped at least a third of its total weight, the rocket
shoots upward.
As it rises through the atmosphere, the rocket will repeat this for
each stage it has, getting an extra boost of acceleration each time.
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By the time the fuel has run out, the rocket has reached escape
velocity—roughly 25,000 miles per hour, or 7 miles a second. At
that speed it can outrun the clutches of Earth’s gravity and either
continue off into space or be aimed into orbit around the Earth.

Chemical engineers like Lindsey use physical laws to solve
complex problems every day. Their work helps develop the
materials and processes that help make everything from
spacecraft to pharmaceuticals. Despite being fairly busy doing all
that, Lindsey finds time to cheer for the NFL’s Carolina Panthers.
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By the way, did you ever wonder why a rocket in orbit stays in
orbit and doesn’t fall? In fact, an
object orbiting the Earth does VELOCITY
OW
SL
PE
A
fall, but its rate of fall
C
ES
matches the curvature
of the Earth. So even
though its being
gently drawn
downward, the ground
is curving away from it. As
a result, it stays at the same
distance above the surface.

LINDSEY: CHEMICAL ENGINEER

Eventually, the crew will have to
IT Y
OC
ORBITAL VEL
slow the craft down to bring the rocket
out of orbit. They do this with a quick blast of the rocket’s
thrusters, in the opposite direction to the way it is traveling.
(There’s that Third Law again: the thrusters push one way, and
the rocket goes the other.) Slowed even a little, the rocket cannot
maintain its orbit, and is pulled back into the Earth’s atmosphere.
With luck, it will survive the return journey, and splash down into
the ocean for pickup by a friendly boat crew.
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CHAPTER

IN THIS CHAPTER:
Tucks, Spins, and Inertia
Angular Momentum—Cheerleader Style
From Spinning Flyers to Flying Spinners
Adriene: Veterinary Scientist

Science Cheerleader Adriene—a flyer herself—
introduces the Tuck and Spin Cheer!

The Tuck and Spin cheer!
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Add some speed to your spin–
Just bend your knees and tuck ‘em in,
Straighten out, slow down again
And score yourself a perfect 10!
Cheerleading has evolved since its early days, when it was little
more than a fun sideshow for major sporting events. Over the
years it has become an exciting sport of its own, blending and
borrowing from lots of other disciplines, including diving,
gymnastics, and trampolining. At their highest levels, all these
sports feature spectacular acrobatic feats that take years of
training to master. And among them, none are more difficult or
exciting than airborne flips and twists.

You probably already know the differences, but just to make sure:
A flip (or somersault) is any acrobatic move in which the upper
body (the torso) turns around a horizontal axis that’s roughly in
line with the hips, and the feet pass over the head. In a front flip,
the torso rotates forward and the feet pass heels-first over the
head. During a back flip, the feet pass toes-first over the head.
Twists are whole-body rotations around a vertical axis—that is,
the body turns around a line that runs from head to toe. Spins
keep your head above your feet but turn your head, shoulders,
chest, and hips through a circle in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction.
Skilled cheerleaders and gymnasts can perform two or three flips
in a row during aerial stunts or floor tumbles. They’re limited only
by the brief amount of time they get to spend in the air. Highdivers and trampolinists, with more air time, have been known to
hit four. (The highest number attempted in a competition so far
stands at 4½).
How do all these athletes make their bodies spin so fast? How
do they stop themselves from over-rotating and landing bellyfirst into a basket or, worse yet, face-first on the floor? And
what can science tell us about why the athletes’ tried-and true
methods work?
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FLIP OR SOMERSAULT?

The reason for both these phenomena is the same, and it is
explained by something called angular momentum.

The words “flip” and “somersault” are used a little differently in
different sports, and in different countries.

Newton’s First Law tells us that if something is not moving, it
takes a force to get it moving. This “tough-to-shift” tendency of
any object, we learned, is called inertia, and the more massive
something is, the more inertia it has. Thus, elephants and trucks
are harder to budge than puppies and skateboards, and soccer
balls safer to kick than bowling balls.

To European gymnasts, the somersault is a heels-over-head
tumble done either along the ground (a forward or backward
roll), or entirely in midair. The move becomes a flip only if the
hands are used to flip the feet over during the move. Forward flips
are known as handsprings, while backward flips are simply called
backflips or back handsprings.
American cheerleaders use the term backflip, too. But they
also use the word “flip” to describe airborne somersaults. So, to
a cheerleader, a “backflip” could refer either to a floor tumble
performed solo, or to an aerial move performed by an airborne flyer.

TUCKS, SPINS, AND INERTIA
Just as a basket toss can teach us about the physics
of falling objects, flips and somersaults can teach us
about the physics of spinning objects.
Gymnasts, divers, and cheerleaders all learn
that tucking your knees to your chest makes
you turn faster during a somersault. And figure
skaters know that tucking your arms close to
your body makes you spin more quickly, too.

But inertia doesn’t apply just to stationary objects. Moving
objects have inertia, too. As Newton told us, if an object is
moving, it will keep moving at the same speed and in the same
direction, unless some force overcomes its resistance to change.
When it comes to a moving object, how big that resistance is
depends on two things: how heavy it is, and how fast it’s moving.
Properly, we should say that the resistance depends on the
object’s mass and its velocity. The more massive it is, and the
faster it’s going, the harder it will be to make it stop or turn.
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Scientists and mathematicians use a specific word for the
combined effect of an object’s velocity and mass. They call it the
object’s momentum. The way they calculate it is relatively simple:

Momentum = mass times velocity
All that means is that momentum is a measure of how much a
moving object will resist a change in its motion. Fast and heavy
means a lot of resistance. Slow and light means little resistance.
So it stands to reason that, say, a very big three-ton four-footed
mammal running at top speed will have a large momentum. A
very small four-footed furry quarter-pounder walking casually
alongside it will have a small momentum. This
is why it harder to stop a charging rhino
than a charging hamster. Even if
moving at the same speed, rhinos
have more momentum than
hamsters. Only when they are
standing still do things even out.
Then their momentum is the
same: zero. (The rhino will still
have more inertia, however. A
lot of it. And probably a bad
attitude, too, so don’t try to
move a sleeping rhino.)

Got it? Good. Because here’s where it all gets really interesting.
(Even if it’s not immediately relevant to discussions of
cheerleading—be patient!)
One of the most important laws in physics concerns the
Conservation of Momentum. What it says, basically, is that since
moving objects will keep moving unless a force makes them
change, their momentum is kept the same. In other words, it is
conserved. This is most clearly seen when two objects collide with
each other. The combined momentum of both of them after the
collision will be the same as before the collision.
For a very simplified example, imagine a Labrador retriever
weighing 66 pounds (30 kg) running across a field at 10 miles an
hour (4.5 meters a second) toward its waiting 100-pound (45 kg)
human. Just before crashing into her, the dog jumps and is caught
in the girl’s arms. What happens now to the combo girl-dog unit?
Well, before the jump the dog’s momentum was:

(Mass) 30 kg x (velocity) 4.5 m/s =135 kg m/s

(these proper units get a little fussy, but don’t worry about them
for now).
The girl’s velocity, since she was standing still, was zero. So even
though her mass remained at 45 kg, her momentum was zero:

45 kg x 0 m/s = 0 kg m/s
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After the dog jumps into the girl’s arms, Conservation of
Momentum tells us, their combined momentum must be the
same as the sum of their original momentums—that is,

135 kg m/s + 0 kg m/s = 135 kg m/s.
But now their combined mass is

30 kg + 45 kg = 75 kg
Since momentum = mass x velocity, and since their combined
momentum after the jump must be the same as the sum of their
individual momentums before the jump, their combined velocity
will be

135 kg m/s = (75 kg) x (combined velocity)
(135 kg m/s) divided by (75 kg m/s) =
1.8 meters per second,
or 4 mph (forward for the dog, backward for the girl), at least for
the fraction of a second that the girl keeps her feet....
Spinning objects are moving objects, too, and they too have
momentum. But—and this is where we start heading back to
cheerleading—it is of a slightly different sort. And the difference
is critical.
Objects that move in a straight line—like the pool ball, a car,
or a so-happy-to-see-you retriever—are said to have linear
momentum. Objects that rotate—like a bicycle wheel, the
retriever chasing its tail, or a spinning figure skater—have
angular, or rotational, momentum.

• Objects that are moving in a straight line want to keep
moving in a straight line. Object that are rotating want to
keep rotating.
• Linear momentum measures how much the straight-line
object resists a change in its motion. Angular momentum
measures how much a rotating object resists a change in
its rotation.
So what’s the difference, and why worry about it? It’s this: linear
momentum is calculated by multiplying an object’s speed by
its weight (velocity x mass). Angular momentum is calculated
by multiplying a spinning object’s rotational speed (how fast
it’s spinning) by what’s called its moment of inertia. This too is
the object’s mass, but it changes depending on how that mass
is arranged around the axis of rotation. (“Moment of inertia”
may not be the best choice of words. After all, we all have such
moments occasionally, don’t we? But it’s the term most often
used. If you find it confusing, think of it as “rotational inertia,” a
measure of a spinning object’s resistance to any change in the
speed of its spin.)
A spinning object with most of its mass “bunched up” around the
axis of rotation has a low moment of inertia and is less resistant
to a change in its speed of rotation. A spinning object with more
of its mass far away from the axis of rotation has a larger moment
of inertia, and is more resistant.
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Let’s take a look at how this works,
using a spinning figure-skater
as an example.
To start the spin, she
turns in a tight circle on the ice, then swings
a leg outward and whips her head, arms, and
torso around to follow. This gives her a steady
rotational speed, and with it, a good amount of
angular momentum.
At the beginning of the spin, her arms are outstretched. So while
most of her mass (her head, torso, hips, and legs) is close to the
axis of the spin, the mass of her arms is not. This gives her a high
moment of inertia, meaning that her spinning body will strongly
resist any attempt to speed up.
After a few
turns, she
draws her
arms in to her
chest. Now
pretty much
all of her mass
is concentrated around the axis of
rotation. As a result, her moment of inertia
decreases, her spinning mass becomes easier
to accelerate, and her spin reaches a dizzying speed.

Why does this happen? Well, remember the discussion of the
Conservation of Momentum a number of paragraphs back?
Angular momentum, like linear momentum, must be conserved
also. It’s the law, here on Earth and everywhere else in the
universe. But angular momentum is calculated by speed of
rotation times moment of inertia, and not just the skater’s speed
times her mass.
Her mass will stay the same throughout her performance. (She’s
not going to lose any significant weight during those few minutes,
no matter how nervous she is.) But she can change her moment
of inertia while she’s spinning by moving mass closer to or farther
from the axis of spin. Since her angular momentum must be kept
the same during the spin, if her moment of inertia goes down,
her speed of rotation must go up. Likewise, if she then moves her
arms back out, away from her body, her moment of inertia goes
up and her rate of spin must slow down.
“Okay, okay,” the very sharp-eyed future cheerleader-physicist
is saying, “but why does her moment of inertia go down or up
just because she moves her arms in or out. Mass is mass, right?
What does it matter how it’s arranged?”
Now, that is an excellent question. Unfortunately, it’s not an easy
one to answer, even with a lot more physics and math. After all,
you’re asking why a fundamental law of the universe is the way
it is. But it might help you to think of it this way: when a rotating
body has more of its mass around the axis of rotation, it has to do
less work to get that mass around in a full circle. When the mass
is farther away, the body has to do more work.
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Please note that this isn’t really the answer to why the
distribution of mass affects the moment of inertia. It’s only an
analogy. But picture a bicycle wheel lying on its side. Let’s say the
diameter of the wheel is two feet across. Put a red dot on the side
of the tire, near the outside of the wheel. Then, put a blue dot
near the hub of the wheel, say, two inches from the center. Spin
the wheel one full turn until the dots come around to you again.
Now, both dots have made one spin. But have they traveled the
same distance?
The red dot, near the outside of the wheel, will have traveled
around 75 inches. The blue dot, however, will have traveled only
about 12 and a half inches. If those dots represent the weight of
your arms, which is easier—to carry them again and again along
a 12-inch route or a 75-inch one?

ANGULAR MOMENTUM–
CHEERLEADER STYLE
How does all this apply to a flying cheerleader about to attempt a
back tuck during a high toss?

When she is launched into the air by the bases, she is standing
upright. At this moment, her head and feet are about as far
away from her hips as they can get. With the mass of her legs
positioned so far away from her axis of rotation, her moment of
inertia will be high, making her rotation slow.
However, soon after launch, she tucks her head and her knees
to her chest. This action bunches more of her mass close to
the axis of rotation, giving her a lower moment of inertia. Since
her angular momentum must stay the same, however, her rate
of rotation will accordingly speed up, all on its own. With her
spinning mass concentrated this way, she may be able to perform
two or three complete flips before she lands again.
Of course, it is possible to perform a backflip without tucking your
knees. You might instead decide to keep your legs straight as
you raise them, and attempt a pike open. You may even want to
attempt a straight-body somersault (also known as a layout).
Yet, since both these positions leave your mass farther from the
rotation axis, the moment of inertia is much higher, and you will
turn a lot more slowly.

As with the figure skater, the flyer’s mass will remain the same
throughout the action (even though she may be a lot more
nervous). However, while the axis of the skater’s spin was
vertical, the axis of the flyer’s flip is horizontal. Her axis of
rotation is a straight, horizontal line that is more-or-less level
with her hip bones. During the tuck, her entire body will rotate
around this line, carrying her through at least one full circle.
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That, in turn, means that you will need more time in the air to
complete a pike or straight-body somersault safely, so you may
want to make sure that your bases aren’t skimping on the weight
training. As for doubles and triples, you’ll need even more toss
power, more air time, and lots of practice on technique and
execution—and don’t forget a good spotter!
By the way, you might be surprised to learn just how much your
head and legs weigh. On average, your head makes up over 8%
of your total body weight. Your legs and feet add another 37%.
Together, they make up almost half your total mass. The remaining
55% is split between your arms (10%) and torso (45%).
These percentages are slightly different when comparing
guys and girls. In general, women have more of their mass
concentrated in their legs and hips, while men have more mass
concentrated in the chest and arms. But the differences aren’t
enough to make spinning and tumbling easier for one or the
other. This stuff is hard for everybody.
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT
Body Segment
Head
Torso
Arms
Legs

Females
8
45
10
37

Males
8
46
12
34

And you might also be interested to learn that angular
momentum is behind a lot of real-world phenomena, from
hurricanes over Miami to the water swirling down your bathtub
drain. It also explains the rotational rate of some massive dying
stars, which spin faster and faster as they collapse from the force
of their own gravity. It does not, however, explain why some dogs
will spin in a circle for so long, chasing their tails. Some things are
simply beyond human comprehension.

FROM SPINNING FLYERS TO
FLYING SPINNERS
For a flyer learning to flip, it’s very helpful to understand the
physics of spinning objects. For engineers who design and build
aircraft, it is pretty much a matter of life and death.
The first powered airplane was built by the famous Wright
Brothers, Orville and Wilbur, and flown at Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina, on December 17, 1903. It would be several decades
before planes were joined in the air by helicopters, but by the
middle of the last century, these two basic types of aircraft—one
with fixed wings, the other without—were commonplace.
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These early machines were all powered by spinning rotors and
propellers, attached to the belts and wheels of gas-powered engines.
Without these, they could never have overcome the forces that
always threaten to keep an aircraft from lifting into the sky.
There are four basic forces acting on any aircraft: Two, weight and
drag, work against it. Two others, thrust and lift, counteract them.
Thrust is the pushing force that drives an aircraft forwards.
Without thrust, an aircraft cannot accelerate to takeoff speed.
For a fixed-wing airplane, spinning propellers or jet engine fans
drive air backwards, forcing the aircraft forwards.
But as the aircraft thrusts forward, the air it moves through
pushes back against the body of the aircraft, slowing it. We call
this back-pulling force drag.
If the thrust overcomes the drag, and the aircraft reaches a high
enough speed, then the air deflected downwards by the angled
wings will push the aircraft upwards. This is called lift. With
enough speed and lift, the aircraft can overcome the constant,
downward pull of its own weight (well, at least temporarily) and
soar upward.

The invention of propellers that could defeat the effects of
weight and drag was a brilliant, world-changing technological
accomplishment. However, in providing aircraft with these
wonders, engineers introduced one more major force acting
on the aircraft: the rotating force of the propellers themselves,
which is the twisting force known as torque.
Just like somersaulting cheerleaders, the propellers have their
own mass, rotational speed, and angular momentum. According
to Newton’s Third Law—for every action, there is an equal and
opposite reaction—as the propeller rotates in one direction,
an equal force must be trying to rotate the entire aircraft in the
opposite direction. Aircraft designers call the tendency of the
airplane to rotate in the opposite direction to the propellers a
torque reaction.
If this torque reaction is always there, then why don’t airplanes
spin themselves into a crash landing shortly after takeoff? Or, at
the very least, why don’t they barrel-roll their way through the
sky, making the pilot and passengers extremely dizzy?
Thankfully, aircraft designers have found ways to deal with that.
On older airplanes, they adjusted the wings and tail to create more
lift on one side of the aircraft, counteracting the rolling effect. In
newer airplanes, the engines are slightly offset (positioned an inch
or so to one side) to balance out the same, rolling force. Thanks to
these adjustments, our airplanes fly straight, and we’re all spared a
crazy carnival ride every time we fly.
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ADRIENE: VETERINARY SCIENTIST

In a helicopter, the large, spinning rotor blades provide all the lift
needed to overcome the aircraft’s weight, pushing masses of air
downward, and pulling the craft into the air.

Studying spin can be a dizzying exercise. But for flyers like
Adriene, it was critical to understand how bodies and forces
worked together so that she and her teammates could wow the
crowd—and perform safely. Now a veterinary scientist as well,
Adriene has a great story about her careers in science and as a
Baltimore Ravens cheerleader.

The rotors also provide the thrust needed to move forward.
To do this, the pilot simply angles the rotors—and with them,
the whole helicopter—forward. This dips the nose of the craft
slightly and allows the rotors to push air backwards as well as
downward, creating an equal and opposite reaction that drives
the craft upward and forward.
However, just like the propellers of an airplane, the rotors of a
helicopter generate a torque reaction that tries to spin the whole
body of the helicopter the opposite way. Without correction, this
would whip the tail and nose around and around at high speed.
This is why modern helicopter pioneer Igor Sikorsky added a
second, vertical tail rotor to his early designs. The tail rotor
pushed the tail in the opposite direction to that of the main rotor,
balancing out the helicopter’s torque reaction and keeping the
nose and tail in a straight line.
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CHAPTER

IN THIS CHAPTER:
Softening the Blow
Car Crashes and Crumple Zones
Newton on Defense
Talmesha: Cellular Biologist

Science Cheerleader Talmesha introduces a cheer about
Happy Landings!

The Cape Coral Junior Football Association perform
the Happy Landings cheer!
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Shock is caused by impact,
(By) tension and compression,
(Got to) spread it to absorb it,
Now give us a harder question!
After our flyer has been launched, and after she’s managed to
spin or flip in midair, she still has the most important part of the
stunt to pull off. And it’s essential that she and her teammates
get it right.
Nobody wants to see a flyer come down the wrong way. At best,
bad dismounts make stunts look sloppy. At worst, they lead to
nasty falls, broken bones, and even more serious injuries. The
impact of even a small falling cheerleader can be much greater
than you might expect. That record-setting 101-pound Australian
flyer, had she hit the floor instead of her bases’ arms, would have
felt the same impact as if she’d been blindsided by a rushing
250-pound NFL lineman.

How do cheerleading teams ensure that their flyers come in for
happy landings? What can science tell us about what exactly
happens to a crashing body? And what can it say about ways to
make things safer?
First, let’s see how physicists determine how hard one thing
hits another. In this instance, the things we’re interested in
are cheerleaders and floors or fields, but it could just as well
be rhinos and hamsters. The important properties to consider
are how much the objects weigh and how fast they’re moving.
Gravity may pull a rhino and a hamster down at the same rate,
regardless of their weight, but that doesn’t mean they’ll feel the
same after being dropped out a window. The bigger they are, the
harder they most definitely fall.
No doubt, you’ll remember that these two properties, weight and
speed, determine an object’s momentum, which we defined as
being equal to mass times velocity. And you’ll also remember
that momentum tells us how much a moving object resists a
change in its motion. Rhinos hate change. Hamsters are much
more open to it.
Finally, you’ll remember Newton’s Second Law of Motion—
honestly, who could ever forget it?—which says that force
equals mass times acceleration, or F=ma.
And, because you were paying close attention, you’ll remember
that acceleration means a change in velocity over time.
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So at this point, you’re probably saying, “Hey, wait a second, if

force equals mass times acceleration, and
momentum equals mass times velocity,

Being an old hand at this now, you’ll see that this means:
Force is directly proportional to a change in momentum. The
bigger the change in momentum, the bigger the force.

then, then, then—force and momentum are almost the same
thing, right?”

Force is inversely proportional to the time it takes to change that
momentum. The more time it takes, the smaller the force.

Correct. The difference is the difference between velocity and
acceleration. The first is speed and direction. The second is
the change in that speed and direction over a period of time.
Remember, to say that a car can go from zero to 60 miles an hour
doesn’t tell us much about its punch, does it? After all, even an
old clunker can probably get up to 60 mph eventually. But to say
that a car can go from 0 to 60 in 3 seconds, well, that’s some
serious acceleration.

What’s this all mean for a hamster who finds himself in the path
of a rampaging rhino?

“Sooooooo.....,” you’re saying as the light bulb over your
head grows brighter and brighter, “the connection between
something’s momentum, and the force it has—a force that will
be felt if that something collides with something else—will
somehow involve time, right?”

Well, he rather desperately wants to lower the force that he’s
about to feel. To do that he must change the rhino’s momentum.
To do that, he must decrease either the rhino’s mass (impossible)
or its speed (merely extremely difficult). A 28-ounce hamster
can’t offer enough resistance to stop a 7,000-pound rhino
running at 30 mph, not dead in its tracks, anyway. But suppose
he stands on his two hind legs, places his front feet on the rhino’s
lowered snout, and lets the rhino push him. The hamster’s tiny
mass won’t affect the rhino much, but it will have some effect,
won’t it, however tiny?

Bingo. And we can see how below. (Don’t worry if the math
format makes you uncomfortable—it’s the conclusion we want
to focus on.) In fact,

Force = change in momentum over time.
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Yes, it will. The rhino’s huge mass and velocity will outmatch the
puny hamster’s, but if the hamster doesn’t run out of room, over
time his tiny resistance will gradually slow the rhino down until it
eventually brings him to a halt.
And, outside of friction burns on his hind feet, the brilliant
hamster won’t have suffered. The force of the rhino’s motion will
have been neutralized by the time it took to change his velocity
from 30 mph to zero mph.
As goes the hamster, so goes the flying cheerleader. This element
of time is critical for understanding—and diminishing—the
impact she will feel when her momentum is suddenly changed,
whether in a controlled dismount or a crash.
A very brief, totally unnecessary, but interesting—though
gruesome—detour: Since we’re talking about falling and velocity,
this is probably as good a spot as any to mention terminal
velocity, a term that many people find morbidly fascinating.
What it refers to is the maximum speed a falling object will reach
once air resistance is taken into account. We have ignored the
effect of air resistance in our discussions, because at the heights
a flyer reaches it doesn’t play much of a role. But it does if you get
high enough or light enough.

For a human, terminal velocity is between 120 and 150 miles per
hour (193 to 241 kilometers per hour). That is, no matter how
great a height you’re falling from, you’re not going to drop faster
than that despite gravity’s best efforts to keep speeding you up.
You’d have to start falling from around 500 feet (152 m) or so to
reach that speed, and it would take you 5 or 6 seconds of free fall
to get there. But once you got there, the friction between your
body and the air will keep you from dropping any faster. Your
precise terminal velocity depends on how heavy you are and how
your body is positioned—the more surface area you present to
the rushing air, the more resistance, so spread-eagled falls slower
than feet first. Of course, no matter what your weight or flying
position, you’re still going to hit the ground, so knowing what your
personal speed limit is probably won’t be much of a comfort.
For much smaller animals, though, it could be. A mouse, for
example, can safely survive a fall from an enormous height,
because it’s light enough and wide enough to come down like a
parachute. This difference in survival chances was the subject
of a famous, though graphic quote by the great English biologist
J.B.S. Haldane. In an essay titled “On Being the Right Size,” he
wrote: “You can drop a mouse down a thousand-yard mine shaft;
and, on arriving at the bottom, it gets a slight shock and walks
away, provided that the ground is fairly soft. A rat is killed, a man
is broken, a horse splashes.”
There. Aren’t you glad you know that now?
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SOFTENING THE BLOW
When one object collides forcefully with another, a number
of things commonly happen, depending on what the objects
are made of and how they collide. They may crack, shatter,
dent, crumble, stretch, twist, or undergo other
changes, none of which are good if the objects
in questions are people’s bodies. Bones,
muscles, tendons, blood vessels, lungs,
brains—they are all liable to their own forms
of catastrophe.
The problems come from a whole slew
of factors. The size of the collision force of course matters—
the hamster wouldn’t have cared if it were being charged by a
rampaging ant. But so does the concentration of the force. Even
a light fall can cause serious damage if you happen to land on
your elbow. That’s because all the force of the collision is focused
on a tiny area. But if the force is dissipated, or spread out, over
a bigger area—by, say, a hard plastic elbow guard—its effect on
that one tender spot is less.

In fact, many protective materials do both these things at once—
knee and elbow guards may have hard plastic on the outside and
something like foam rubber on the inside. But it’s the “softening
the blow” approach we want to look at just now. Because what
this really means is taking the hamster’s approach to avoiding
doom—reducing the force of the impact by prolonging the
amount of time over which it happens. That is, in our scientific
terms, it decreases force by decreasing acceleration.
Drop an egg on a hard tile floor, and its brittle shell will crack
every time. Wrap the egg in thick foam rubber and it might not.
The “foam”—multitudes of tiny air pockets—compresses as it
hits the floor, absorbing energy and slowing the velocity of the
falling egg. Most importantly, it’s stretching out the time it takes
for the egg’s velocity to be reduced to zero. If it can slow it down
enough over a long enough time, the egg, like the hamster, will
escape unharmed.
You’ll get the same result, by the way, by making the floor out
of the foam rubber. The momentum, and thus the force of the
impact, is reduced either way.

We put guards on all sorts of things, especially things that
have points or corners. These are spots where forces tend to
accumulate, and where cracks are liable to start. Directing force
away from those points helps.

In general, it’s a pretty good strategy, and you are no doubt
familiar with it in any number of applications—not just knee and
elbow pads, but rubber soles on shoes, and mats on gym floors,
to name just a few.

Another strategy we commonly use is to not only spread out the
force but absorb it. We surround object with some “cushiony”
material, like foam rubber or bubble wrap, to soften the blow.

How else is that approach used?
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Let’s take a look at a cheerleading
cradle catch. Your team is in the
middle of a basket toss, the flyer
is in the air, and the bases are
preparing to catch her by forming
a cradle.
The cradle is formed by one back
base and two side bases, all of
whom reach up to contact the flyer
as she plummets to earth, forming
a cradle of supporting hands and
arms beneath her armpits, thighs,
and lower back.
As the flyer lands in the cradle, the bases bend their knees and
dip their hips, before straightening up and bouncing the flyer out
of the cradle and lightly onto her feet—safely.
Had they not been there, the flyer would have hit the ground
with enormous force. So what’s happened that allowed her to
walk away smiling? The mass of the flyer didn’t change. The
“materials” of the colliding objects—arms, back, bottom, neck,
head—weren’t specially designed for this moment. Gravity
wasn’t manipulated—it was accelerating the flyer downward at
its same unforgiving 32 feet (9.8 m) per second per second.

bodies rigid. That would have shortened the time of impact.
Instead they increased that time by bending and dipping. By
stretching out the time of impact, the bases effectively lowered
the flyer’s acceleration and made the force of her landing smaller.
This, of course, is one of the reasons parachutists (as well as
gymnasts and cheerleaders) learn to hit the ground with their knees
bent, and to go into a roll. Every bit helps in prolonging disaster.

CAR CRASHES AND CRUMPLE ZONES
Protecting bodies from the force of impact has been the focus
of a huge number of efforts over the years, most notably in the
auto industry.
Cars are big, heavy machines that routinely hurtle along at 60
or 70 miles per hour. But even at the relatively low speed of
40 mph, an average 3,000-pound car crashing into a sturdy,
stationary object—like a wall or a lamppost—results in a
massive impact.
Obviously, no one wants this, if for no other reason than besides
being big and heavy, cars are expensive. And then, of course, there
are the people inside the cars....

The only thing that was manipulated was the time involved in
bringing the flyer’s velocity down from around 32 feet a second
to zero. When they flyer came down, the bases didn’t keep their
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Can you make a car impact-proof? Before 1960, pretty much all
car designers tried to make cars out of materials tough enough
so that they wouldn’t crack or crumple on impact.
Typically, this meant a heavy steel chassis,
body, and cabin. The idea was to make a
tank that could withstand the force of impact
and to surround the passengers with an
impenetrable metal cage that would protect
them during a crash.
It was half-successful.
Why only half? Well, go back to Newton’s
First Law:

An object in motion tends to stay in motion, moving at
the same speed and in the same direction, unless some
other force pushes or pulls on it.
Those heavy cars survived impacts very well. Their reinforced
steel structures could decelerate rapidly from 40 to 0 mph upon
hitting a wall, without bending or crumpling much at all. Sadly,
the same could not be said for the passengers.
The problem, of course, was that if the car was moving at 40 mph,
so were the people inside it. And when the car stopped almost
immediately—when its momentum was rapidly reduced to zero
—the passengers inside continued moving forward at 40 mph
until something brought them to a halt. Before the introduction
of seat belts, that thing was very often the steering wheel, the
windshield, or whatever lay on the other side of it.

Even after seat belts arrived—and new laws forced drivers
and passengers to use them—serious injuries in car crashes
remained common. Passengers didn’t go flying out of the car, but
the force of a crash could push abdomens violently against the
seatbelts and whip heads and chests into hard surfaces inside the
car. As a result, crash victims still suffered broken ribs, punctured
lungs, and severe neck, head, and spine injuries.
In years since, engineers and car designers have taken physics
more into account. They added airbags to slow the passengers
forward motion. And rather than make their cars as strong and
rigid as possible, they began designing car bodies that would
bend and crumple on purpose, absorbing the energy of the
impact and stretching out the time during which the car could
decelerate to a stop.
Modern car cabins are still built from heavy steel, but
surrounding them are crushable “crumple zones” built from
lightweight metals and plastics. During a crash, these areas to
the front, back, and rear of the car squeeze and crumple like
accordions, absorbing and dissipating force and prolonging the
moment of impact in a predictable way.
The effects of such devices on passenger survival has been huge.
These days, drivers and passengers commonly walk away from
high-speed crashes that would have killed them in a car built 50
years ago.
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NEWTON ON DEFENSE
It took us quite a while to pay attention to the importance of
Newton’s first law in designing cars. It’s taken us even longer,
though, to understand its importance in designing football helmets.
One of the biggest problems in sports right now is the realization
that although helmets are doing a good job protecting heads,
they’re not helping enough in protecting brains.
Helmets were originally designed to spread out the force of an
impact that might fracture a skull. Over the years, designers
added padding that cushioned the head, slowing down the time
of impact and protecting the skull just as a egg carton protects
an egg. What egg carton designers never needed to worry
about, though, was what happens to the yolk of an egg during a
collision—or the brain inside a skull.
When a football player’s helmet is
hit—by another helmet, an arm, a foot,
the ground—the effect is just like a
car crash. The helmet stops quickly,
but the head—the passenger inside—
keeps going. Protective materials in the
helmet dissipate the force of the impact
and slow down the velocity of the head,
protecting the skull from a buildup of
force that could crack the bone.

But the brain inside that bone isn’t slowed down. Although it is
normally surrounded by fluid and three thin layers of tissues,
they aren’t enough to stop the brain from slamming against the
inside of the skull. Worse, the brain can then rebound and crash
against the opposite side. Worse still, if the player is hit from
the side or at an angle, or if his head is whipped around by two
tacklers converging or by impact with the ground, the brain—
like a spinning cheerleader—has not just linear momentum but
rotational momentum.
The effects can be unpredictable, ranging from what’s essentially
bruising on the surface of the brain to stretching and possibly
tearing nerve cells deep inside. The event is what doctors call
concussion, but it is very difficult for them to know exactly what
has happened to any individual brain after the collision has
occurred. To a great extent, they must base their diagnosis on the
behavior of the player, seeing if he has lost consciousness or is
confused, dizzy, or nauseous.
Concussion is proving to be much more common in sports than
most people realized. The good news is that usually people
recover. But not always. And the chances of having lasting
damage go up if the player does not give his brain enough time to
recover after a concussion, or if he has repeated concussions.
We’re using “he” here because football is the biggest area of
concern. But concussion is not limited to boys or to that sport.
Increasingly, it’s being recognized as a danger in baseball, hockey,
and especially soccer, where smashing your head against a ball is
usually deliberate.
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It’s a growing concern in cheerleading also. As cheerleading
becomes more and more of a competitive sport, and participants
push themselves to do ever more difficult stunts, the danger
of serious head injuries keeps rising. Better helmets may one
day help football players, but it seems unlikely that they’ll be
worn by cheerleaders. What they can do, though, is make sure
they practice safe techniques and never work without a good
spotter. They can also check to be certain they have sufficiently
cushioned gym floors, as well as sufficient padding on those
floors. At least one study of different landing surfaces has shown
that only spring floors—made of layers of wood, springs, and
foam—and 4-inch-thick mats placed on top of a foam floor will
reduce impact enough to prevent serious head injuries if the
flyer is falling from a height of 11 feet. Grass, artificial turf, and
traditional wood floors, even with mats, just aren’t enough.

TALMESHA: CELLULAR BIOLOGIST
Dr. Talmesha Richards has a Ph.D. in molecular medicine from
Johns Hopkins University. She coaches a college cheer team and
cheered for both the NFL’s Washington Redskins and the Baltimore
Blast. View how she combines her love of science and cheerleading
into a career to advocate for science education!

And by all means, listen to your coach. And Sir Isaac. He’s never
wrong about this sort of thing.
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Build it from the bottom,
Build it good and strong,
Make sure that your forces balance,
And it will stand up all year long!
Up until now, we’ve been talking mostly about the forces that
affect moving bodies. But, of course, a lot of what cheerleaders
do involves bodies that need to stay still, and structures built
from those bodies that need to
be stable and safe. From simple
partner stunts to complex mounts
and pyramids, finding interesting
ways to support human bodies is
one of the sport’s most distinctive
attractions. Scales, Cupies,
Liberties (aka Libs), Scorpions,
Arabesques, Fan Lifts, Pyramids,
Tic-Toc Pyramids, Hitch Pyramids,
Rotating Pyramids, Upside-down
Pyramids... the list of stunts
goes on and on, and exciting new
variations are being created all
the time.

As you know from experience, doing these kinds of stunts is
hard. So you probably won’t be surprised to learn that part of the
problem comes from an array of forces aligned against you. But
there are forces on your side too, and it’s worthwhile seeing what
they are.
Before we start to examine the art of building from bodies,
though, we need to take a quick look at building from anything.

PUSHING AND PULLING
No matter what material you’re building with—stone, wood,
brick, steel—there are a handful of forces that your structure has
to fight against. The two we’re most concerned with for now are
called compression and tension.
Put simply, compression is a pushing force that if unchecked will
tend to make something shorter.
Tension is its opposite, a pulling force that will stretch something
out and make it longer.

FORCE

FORCE

COMPRESSION

TENSION

FORCE

FORCE
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These two main forces show up in a lot of varieties. Compression,
for example, is what’s chiefly going on when you place a book
atop a leaf to flatten it. The heavier the book, the greater the
compressive force.
Tension describes what’s happening when you pull back on a
bowstring or tug on a rope. The harder you pull, the greater the
tensile force.
And often, they show up at the same time. If you push on both
ends of a stick, for instance, it will bend in the middle. The wood
on the inside of the bend experiences a buildup of compression
as the wood is being squeezed together. On the outside of the
bend, however, there is a buildup of tension as the wood is being
pulled apart.

BENDING

BENDING

BENDING

Ever since our very distant ancestors first began fashioning tools
and building shelters, we have been on the hunt for materials
that resist one or the other of these forces. Vines and ropes,
we learned, are very good at resisting tension, but absolutely
useless when it comes to compression. They can’t even support
themselves—just release one end of a rope, and the thing falls
into a heap. Stones and bricks are much better the other way
around. Just put one on top of another and you’re on your way
to a house. Wood can work both ways, depending on its size and
its condition—a thin live tree bends very well. A thick dried tree
doesn’t. And of course, once you cut a tree down and use it for
lumber, it doesn’t stay bendable for long.

TENSION

COMPRESSION

So humans pretty quickly discovered that for building anything
of decent size, or anything that we wanted to be stable and
inflexible, compression was the way to go. For one thing, stacking
one flat rock on top of another is relatively easy. Its own weight
keeps it in place, and as long as you take care to make sure your
rocks don’t wobble, you can build to any length and any height
you can reach.
Tension was a bit more problematic. It might do for a hammock
or even a rope bridge, but whatever you built was likely to move
around a lot. And there was always the problem of figuring out
how to fasten the pieces together.
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BUILDING BRIDGES
There are many examples of the types of structures humans have
built by taking advantage of compression, and they range far
from a couple of simple stacked rocks.
Bridges offer a good
example. The simplest
type is a beam bridge,
and the earliest beam
bridges were probably just
logs placed across rivers.
Later variations had two
supports, one on either side
of the river or stream, and
one deck, or roadway, which
lay across the supports.
In a beam bridge, the weight of the deck pushes down on the
supports, compressing them. With traffic, the deck gets heavier
still. That’s fine for the supports, but enough weight will bend the
deck downward, increasing compression in the upper part of the
deck, and tension in the lower part.
These forces are concentrated at the deck’s weakest point,
farthest from the ends of the deck in the very middle of the
bridge. If too much weight is added to the deck, the forces will
overcome its ability to resist them, and the bridge will collapse.

Ancient engineers soon came up with the idea of placing a
supporting leg underneath the spot in the middle where bridges
tend to sag. This neatly handled the forces pushing down on the
structure. But it was the Romans who really put compression
to work.
The way they did it was with the arch. They weren’t the first
to design an arch—ancient Egyptians and Greeks designed
arches too, but the Romans were the first to see
its usefulness in supporting large structures.
What the arch does, essentially, is spread
the compressive force from a weak
point out to a strong one. The deck
pushes down on the top of the arch
and each stone pushes against its
Compression in pink.
neighbor and, ultimately, the ground. There are no tensile forces.
With that innovation, the Romans could go on to build impressive
bridges and aqueducts all over Europe, a number of which are
still standing after 2,000 years.
For many centuries afterward, building bigger meant finding
more and more elaborate ways to manipulate purely compressive
forces. The spectacular cathedrals of the Middle Ages, for
instance, stand up because every great pushing force on the
structure is balanced by another: the roof presses down and
outward on the walls while massive stone structures called
buttresses press inward. Of course, it took some time and
patience to make them stand up. Cutting, moving, and raising
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huge chunks of stone takes a while if all you’ve got is human and
animal power to do the work. And cathedral builders were usually
working more by trial and error than by advanced knowledge of
physics. As a result, their buildings had an unfortunate tendency
to collapse before they were finished. St. Peter’s, in Rome, took
181 years to complete. Beauvais Cathedral, in France, took 350—
it collapsed twice as builders tried to keep up with changes in
its design.
Not until the 19th century did people begin thinking big thoughts
about tension. Engineers realized they could construct large
bridges that were supported in a way completely opposite to the
way they’d always used before. Rather than push them up from the
ground, they could hang them down from the sky.

The basic construction
of a suspension bridge
calls for huge steel
cables to be anchored
to massive blocks sunk
into the earth on either
side of a river. The cables
are then draped across
the tops of two towers,
and thinner cables—
the “suspenders”—are
dropped straight down
from the main cables. The
suspenders are what hold
up the roadway that runs
from one bank to the other. Although there is compressive force
exerted on the tops of the towers, the main force throughout the
bridge is tension: the deck pulls down on the suspenders and the
suspenders pull on the big cables, and big cables pull on the anchors
buried in the ground. In effect, an arched bridge works by trying to
push the banks of a river apart; a suspension bridge works by trying
to pull the banks together.
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The suspension bridge became possible not because engineers
had never heard of tension before. It became possible because
for the first time, engineers had access to large quantities of
a material that could adequately resist tension and that could
be made into a form like rope. That material was steel, and it
revolutionized the way enormous bridges were built.
Interestingly, though, the success of suspension bridges did
not revolutionize the way we build almost anything else. It
seems that we humans have a strong bias toward the solidity of
compression. Tension, apparently, gives us a headache.

You may know Buckminster Fuller from his invention of the geodesic dome, another
attempt of his to rethink the way we build buildings.

There has been one fascinating attempt to change that bias,
however. In the 1940s and ‘50s, the visionary architect/inventor
Buckminster Fuller began popularizing the idea of what he called
Tensegrity, a word he made up as a combination of “tension” and
“structural integrity.” Basically, he thought that architects and
engineers had relied too long on compression and were ignoring
the possibilities that tension offered. Fuller thought that Nature
acted differently, and that living things went in more for a balance
between tensile and compressive forces.
It is easier to understand the idea from a picture than a description
in words, and fortunately, someone else was following a similar line
of thought. In 1949 the sculptor Kenneth Snelson began producing
artwork that exhibited the principle of tensegrity. (He preferred the
term “floating compression,” though.)
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The sculptures are startling because they seem to defy our
common experience. More than we realize, we expect structures
of any real size to be built by stacking—that is, by one solid thing
resting on another solid thing and held together by compression.
For the most part, that’s the way our houses are built, our chairs,
our tables, and so on. Snelson’s sculptures turn that logic upside
down. Although there are many rigid pieces in the form of poles
or pipes, not one is touching another. They are all held together in
a web of tension, created by flexible cables.

BROOKE: VALIDATION ENGINEER
For engineers like Brooke, who tests processes, understanding
how to balance forces is essential for product safety. Click the link
to learn more about her work in the pharmaceutical industry, and
her experience as a cheerleader with the NBA’s Charlotte Bobcats
(now known as the Hornets)!

Does this have anything to do with cheerleading? For that matter,
do bridges and cathedrals and ancient Romans have anything to
do with cheerleading?
The short answer, of course, is yes, and you’ll see why soon. But
first we need to take a quick tour of human bodies. How are they
put together?
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
cheerleaders perform a cheer, we call “Bigger, better,
faster, and stronger!”
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Bigger, better, faster, stronger,
Got to make those hamstrings longer,
Bigger, better, faster, higher
Set those muscle groups on fire!

In basic ways, it is easy to see our bones as being like the stone
or steel towers of a bridge. They are the compression-resisting
elements of our bodies. Our muscles are the tension-resisting
parts. They are like the cables in a suspension bridge.

Our bodies too are physical objects, subject to the same forces
that assail bridges and cathedrals. If tension weren’t always
exacting its heavy toll, no athlete would ever complain of a
“pulled” muscle. And if compression weren’t always weighing us
down, none of us would suffer from an aching back. So how do
bodies handle these forces?

First of all, our parts come in a much greater range of sizes than
do the parts of bridges. Our bones range from tiny .3-inch bones
in the inner ear to the long bone of the thigh. And they come in
a great variety of shapes—curved ribs, slender fingers, knobby
knuckles—and are subject to wildly different stresses. Hands
may be engaged in push-ups or pull-ups. Feet may be asked to
push off the ground with enough force to launch a cheerleader or
to curl and hook a soccer ball overhead or to stay rigid and twirl a
ballet dancer.

Any picture of the human musculoskeletal system will show a
human skeleton, likely posed in a standing position, with muscles
draped and stretched over the bones like thick, red rubber bands.
The picture makes clear the
basic construction of the
human body—or, for that
matter, the body of any
other mammal, bird, or
reptile. The bones are
our structural supports.
They provide our bodies with
stability while the muscles,
attached to the bones, move
our bodies around.

But it is a mistake to take these similarities too literally. Bodies
are a lot more complex than bridges.

Second, the tension-resisting cables that keep us together are of
different varieties also. Muscles don’t attach directly to bone. The
two are tied together by tendons. Bones are tied to each other—
in a joint like the elbow or knee, for instance—by ligaments.
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And these different “cables” have different properties. Muscles
are fairly stretchy, for instance, while tendons are pretty stiff.
They have to be. If they were as stretchy as muscle, it would be
nearly impossible to bend your arm. When you contracted your
biceps, rather than pulling your forearm up, the tendons would
just keep on stretching.
Tendons, on the other hand,
don’t do anything on their own.
Muscles do—very unlike any
cable in any suspension bridge.
Muscles work only by shortening,
or contracting. Although they have
no way of getting back to their original
length on their own, they get stretched again
when different muscles pull the same bone in an opposing
direction. For instance, contracting your biceps will bend your
arm at the elbow. Contracting your triceps will unbend your arm
and lengthen your biceps again.

And yet, the similarities between bridges and bodies are too
important to ignore completely. Both are structures designed to
support changing loads. Just as weight on the deck of a suspension
bridge is transferred through its cables and towers, the weight of
the body—and anything it might carry—is transferred from part to
part in the bones, muscles, tendons, and ligaments. Without this
spreading of forces, it would be difficult to hold your body upright
for very long. Generating the kind of force required for static leaps,
flips, and cartwheels would be impossible.
Just take a look at how these various parts all work together
during a simple static jump with toe touch.

Finally, cables on bridges, and even the cables in Snelson’s
sculptures, are essentially “dumb.” Their ability to react to forces
threatening to unbalance their load is very limited. Muscles and
tendons, however, are studded with sensors that are constantly
sending information back to the brain. Even the smallest indication
that your body is off balance or that any part of it is too stressed
by a load triggers an immediate stream of fix-it commands that tell
muscles throughout your body to contract or relax.
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At the start of the stunt, the cheerleader stands motionless, with
just enough tension in her legs and back to hold her skeleton
upright. To perform the static jump, she needs to generate
enough upward acceleration to overcome the downward pull of
gravity and lift her feet off the ground.
So she lowers her hips and drops into a deep squat, stretching
muscles and tendons in her hips, thighs, and calves. They in turn
pull on the bones they attach to, increasing tensile force on one
side of the bone and compressive force on the other. She is now
primed for liftoff.
To launch herself upwards, the cheerleader then contracts those
stretched muscles, straightening her bent legs and generating a
massive compressive force that is passed through her feet and
into the ground. As the cheerleader’s knees lock out, her feet
are pushed right off the ground, and her whole body accelerates
upward into the air. With enough vertical momentum, she’ll have
enough “hang time” to contract her abdominal, hip, and thigh
muscles, and to pull her legs into a pike or toe-touch position.
Obviously, just knowing what muscles and tendons and bones
are doing isn’t enough to allow you to pull off an impressive
jump. All sports demand that their players condition and prepare
their bodies, and cheerleading is no exception. Like gymnastics,
cheerleading is an intense physical activity that requires powerful
and well-coordinated muscles to be done well. And that requires
hour upon hour of dedicated training and practice.

But while you’re sweating and moaning away in the gym, you
might find it interesting to think about what you’re actually trying
to improve. Muscles are critical to your success, naturally, and
fortunately, they are among the most changeable parts of the
human body—and not just in their strength but in their very nature.

RED OR WHITE?
Muscles come in essentially two varieties—red and white. You’ve
probably seen this often enough, although you may not have
realized what you were looking at. But when we’re talking about
muscle, we are, not to be too indelicate about it, talking about
meat. Darker meat is red muscle; lighter colored meat is white
muscle. Red muscle contracts more slowly than white muscle,
and so it puts out a bit less power. But red muscle can keep on
working far longer than white muscle, and so it’s important for
sustained activity.
Dogs, for example, who are excellent long-distance runners, have
far more red muscles in their legs than do cats. The difference
goes hand in hand (or leg in leg, perhaps) with their different
hunting techniques. Canines—wolves, dogs, and their relatives—
wear down their prey over a long chase; they literally run them
to death. Felines—lions, tigers, and other cats—go in for short,
explosive bursts of speed. If the prey can outlast the fast attack, it
has a good chance of getting away.
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This difference in hunting style, by the way, is connected with
a difference between cats and dogs that you may have noticed.
Canines reserve their feet for running and grab prey with their
teeth. Felines, from housecats to cheetahs, grab prey with their
front claws. Over the course of their evolution, canines became
better long-distance runners by developing wrists that do not
rotate—dogs, for instance, cannot turn their front feet “palm to
palm” (or really shake hands). Cats can, as you see whenever a
cat plays with a ball. All of this has absolutely nothing to do with
cheerleading, but it’s interesting, no?
We humans, as it turns out, also have a lot of red muscle in our
legs—like dogs, it seems we really were born to run. However, as
you might expect for an animal that goes in for a huge variety of
activities, we are a pretty mixed bag when it comes to muscle,
with both red and white well scattered throughout the body. The
proportion of one to another, though, can be changed through
training and repeated exercise. Red can be turned to white, and
vice versa.
That’s why power athletes like weightlifters, sprinters, and javelin
throwers focus on preparing their muscles for quick, explosive
bursts of power. Most often this means lifting heavy weights to
condition the faster white muscle. Because white muscle tends to
be thicker than red, these athletes tend to have big, bulky builds.
Endurance athletes like swimmers, cyclists, and marathon runners
focus on building up red muscle. In training, they build the leaner,
flatter, slower muscles that are best suited to sustained exercise.

Cheerleaders, like gymnasts, certainly need endurance. But, as
we’ve observed, some types of stunts, like a basket toss, demand
a great deal of explosive strength from the supporting bases.
Flyers and tumblers, too, need to pull off their acrobatic leaps,
flips, and static jumps. So they all need to train accordingly, and
build more of the type of muscle they need most.
Before we leave the topic of meat, you may want to know why,
if red (dark meat) muscle is important for sustained activity, the
white meat on a chicken or turkey comes from chest muscles.
After all, those muscles are important for flying, and flying is
about the most exhausting sustained activity in the animal
kingdom. The answer to this one is simple. Chickens and turkeys
don’t do much flying. And the fact that their chest muscle is
white rather than red is a good example of how changeable the
state of muscle can be.
And to get back to the topic of jumping for a minute, you may be
curious to know just how humans stack up against other animals
when it comes to jumping power, and if this is a matter of muscle
type too. This one is really interesting.
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As it happens, four centuries ago Galileo figured out that for all
animals, muscle makes up about 45 percent of their total body
mass. Therefore, in theory, they should all be able to jump about
the same height—approximately three feet, by his calculations.
Yet obviously, some do better than others. Why?
The answer lies not in muscle so much as in mechanics, and
different animals use different tricks. In kangaroos, for instance,
those big feet help—they act as levers to get the animal
rocketing off the ground. But to power those levers, roos need
strong tendons.
Tendons may not stretch much—a rubber band, for example,
can easily stretch by 100 percent, doubling its length; a tendon
stretches by only about 8 percent. That is, it stretches to be only
about one-twelfth longer than it is in its unstretched state. But
tendons, in humans as in kangaroos, act as temporary storage
devices for energy when they’re stretched. And then they return
90 percent of that energy when they relax again. When we run,
for example, tendons in our thighs, calves, ankles, and feet store
energy with each stride and release it in the next, saving our
muscles work and making us far more efficient runners than we
would be otherwise. Kangaroos, it turns out, have long Achilles’
tendons—which connect the calf muscles to the heel—and they
make very good use of them.
Those ancient Romans, by the way, when they weren’t building
brilliantly arched bridges, were making full use of tendons’ ability
to release energy. They used bundles of tendons (from oxen; not

many kangaroos in Europe) to power siege weapons like catapults.
By twisting the tendons with the arm of the catapult, like a pencil
twisted in a rubber band, they could amass enough energy to
throw a 90-pound rock the length of four football fields.
But maybe that’s enough about builders and body parts. It’s time
to get back to cheerleading.

A BIT ABOUT BUILDING WITH BODIES
As we saw with a basket toss, or flips and spins, the physical
forces that affect falling bowling balls and feathers, rockets
and rhinos, are just as powerful when applied to cheerleaders.
Likewise, the stresses and strains placed upon buildings and
bridges are present in cheerleading stunts. Not just complex ones
like pyramids and Tic-Toc pyramids, either. They’re found even
in simple stunts, like two-person
partner lifts.
In a simple double base stunt, for
instance, two side bases lift a single,
standing flyer to chest level, assisted
by a back spot behind.
At the beginning of the stunt, the two
bases squat down with their hands
cupped. The back spot places his or
her hands on the flyer’s waist, and the
flyer prepares to be lifted by stepping
onto the bases’ cupped hands.
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At this point, everybody is holding his or her own weight, and
most of the forces felt by the cheerleaders are those of compression
in the bones of their legs, but there is also tension in those same
bones as leg, core, and trunk muscles contract.
If the cheerleaders’ bones could not cope with the competing
forces they would buckle and break like a broomstick. And if their
tendons could not cope with the tensile forces exerted as they
pull and are pulled on by bone and muscle, they would snap.
Fortunately, bones are similar to steel in their ability to resist
compression and tension nearly equally well. And tendons can
withstand enormous amounts of tension, enough to make them
useful as catapult engines. So, even as those forces mount, when
the flyer steps onto the bases’ hands, and the two bases stand up
and lift the flyer’s feet to chest level to complete the stunt, there
is really not much danger of the structure failing, unless the bases
haven’t been working out or the flyer is off balance.

UPPING THE STAKES
More complex stunts, like
Pyramids and Diamond Heads,
have more bodies and more
transitions, and therefore more
lines of tension and compression
to play with—and more ways for
things to go wrong.
In this pyramid, four bases support
the weight of two mid-bases, who
in turn support a single top flyer.
The flyer’s weight exerts a compressive force on the arms, spines,
and legs of the mid-bases below her. In turn, each mid-base
transfers the compressive force of her own weight, plus the
weight of the flyer, to the bases supporting her. So the bases at
the bottom are supporting the weight of three people.
Between them, the flyer and mid-bases are generating enough
compressive force to threaten the well-being of any base trying
to support them alone. But this structure is essentially just
like that of an arched bridge. The compressive force is spread
throughout the structure, and the stunt is managed easily.
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Obviously, things get more complicated as pyramids get bigger,
and as members stand rather than kneel.
But still, as you can see if you trace the lines of force from top
to bottom, this is essentially an issue of compression. The main
task—again, aside from maintaining balance—is to make sure
that force is distributed so that no one member bears too much.
In this arrangement, there are four mid-bases. If the weight from
above were evenly distributed straight downward, each of the
two end mid-bases would be supporting half of the flyer above
them. The two middle mid-bases, though, would be supporting
half an end flyer plus half of the middle flyer, so they’d be holding
twice as much weight as the two end mid-bases. Down at
ground level, meanwhile, the two bases in the middle would be
supporting the weight of two full people—a mid-base, half the
middle flyer, plus half an end flyer. The two end bases would each
be supporting just one and a half people.
As you can see, though, the two end flyers are shifting most of their
weight—let’s assume it’s about three-quarters—to the outside.
The result is that each of the four mid-bases supports the weight of
three-quarters of a flyer (the two middle mid-bases are holding half
of one flyer and one-quarter of another). Each of the bottom bases,
in turn, supports an equal one and three-quarters flyers.
Things become interesting, for both the athletes and the audience,
when tensile forces enter the mix. Even viewers can immediately
feel the competing pushes and pulls. If the cheerleaders don’t
make sure that compressive and tensile forces are balanced, they
will collapse just as surely as will an unbalanced suspension bridge.

In a Diamond Head formation, one
base stands on the shoulders of
another, and between them, they
lift two side-positioned flyers off
the ground. Here, the upper base
supports each flyer’s weight with
the tension in his arms. But some
of this force is then converted into
compression in the arms of the lower
base, as the weight of the flyers pulls them in toward the center
of the formation. Meanwhile, the lower base must support the
weight of everyone above him—three people—adding a lot
of compressive force to his spine, hips, and legs. This position
requires a lot of strength, as you might imagine.
Add in the problem of balance, and this stunt would seem to
verge on the impossible, instead of staying in the realm of the
merely very difficult. Fortunately for our base, as for our fearless
hamster a while back, physics offers a little help, and hope.
The key here is in the concept usually referred to as the center
of gravity. Physicists prefer the term center of mass, but for our
purposes, it is the same thing. The center of gravity is easiest to
think of as a balance point—a spot located somewhere in any
object where, if the object were suspended by a string attached
to that point, it would not tilt or rotate because of gravity. Or, to
think of it the other way around, a point or an axis around which
the object would rotate freely if given a spin.
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BALANCE POINT
=
CENTER OF MASS
=
AXIS OF ROTATION
CENTER OF MASS

The interesting thing about the center of gravity for us is its
relation to balance. Briefly put, so long as an object’s center of
gravity is above its base of support, the object stands up. If the
center of gravity moves outside the base of support, the object
topples. If you have two objects of the same height, the one with
the lower center of gravity will be more stable because it will take
more force to move that balance point outside its base of support.
Clearly, then, if you’re in a tricky situation where you think you
might be pushed off balance, it pays to have your center of
gravity as low as possible. That’s why football linemen crouch
down before the ball is snapped. And that’s why wire walkers
carry long balance poles.
What do those poles do? Several things, actually.

TRACING THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF A FLIPPING OBJECT, WHETHER HAMMER OR CHEERLEADER,
WILL DRAW AN ARC.

Finding the center of gravity in a regularly shaped object like
a ball or a box is easy—it’s in the exact middle of the object.
Finding it in irregularly shaped objects, like animals, is harder,
especially if they have parts made of different materials, but
it can be done. In humans, the center of gravity is generally a
couple of inches below the belly button. But it varies slightly from
individual to individual, and from male to female. (It’s usually a
little higher in guys than in girls.) But if you’ve done any twists or
flips, you know exactly where your center of gravity is—it’s the
axis on which your body pivots while you’re in the air.

First of all, they are heavier than you might think—
they could easily weigh 40 pounds, and they
may be weighted at the ends. So they
increase the wire walker’s mass, and
as you remember from way back, the
more mass an object has, the more it resists any
change in motion—in this case, a tilt to either side.
Second, the pole lowers the walker’s center of
gravity. As the ends of the pole dip downward, they
carry the combined mass of the pole and the walker
with them. The lower the center of gravity, the more
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stable the walker on the wire. You’ve probably seen toys that
illustrate this principle. In many instances, the center of gravity
is actually lower than the point of support, making the balancing
object very hard to tip over.

doesn’t crumble. The guy on the bottom, after all, is carrying the
weight of three people. And his center of gravity has now shifted
dangerously upward, hasn’t it? Hmmmmm.....

And third, that pole increases the walker’s moment of inertia.
Remember the spinning figure skater and the flipping flyer? With
their arms and legs outstretched, they had a higher moment of
inertia and therefore greater resistance to any change in their
angular momentum. (It’s okay, go back and reread that part.
We’ll wait....) A wire walker high above the ground definitely does
not want to start spinning around the wire. In this case, the more
resistance to change, the better.

HILLARY: GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM (GIS) SPECIALIST

Now, let’s look at our Diamond Head formation again, and connect
up some centers of gravity. You’ll notice that the top base is
essentially a wire walker
with a really heavy pole. He’s
probably more than doubled
his mass, he’s lowered his
center of gravity dramatically
to somewhere below his
knees, and he’s greatly raised
his moment of inertia. He’s
stable as a rock! Well, at least
as long as his arms don’t
give out, and the flyers on
his sides don’t let go or start
moving their mass around,
and the base below him

Hillary, a cheerleader with the Washington Eagles and the
All-Star Fusion Frenzy, is also a Geographical Information
System (GIS) Specialist with the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). As an active pro
cheerleader, she needs to keep herself fit while pursuing her
career with NOAA.
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CHAPTER
IN THIS CHAPTER:
Where to Go from Here
Devon: Software Engineer

Science Cheerleader Devon introduces the Cape Coral
Junior Football Associations’ cheer about Gravity!

The Cape Coral Junior Football Association cheer
about Gravity!
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If you jump on Mars or Venus,
How high can you go?
2 feet, 4 feet, 8 feet, more?
10 feet, 20 feet–let’s explore!
All athletes take joy in pushing against the limits the physical world
imposes on them. And nothing seems more limiting than gravity.
We may figure out ways to run or swim or jump or throw farther
and faster, but we’re never, ever going to beat gravity—not without
wings or rockets, anyway. Cheerleaders, more than most other
athletes perhaps, are constantly aware of gravity’s rule. Failing and
falling, for cheerleaders, is practically synonymous.
So it would be unnatural if a
cheerleader didn’t occasionally
wonder what her sport would
be like if conditions could be, oh,
tweaked a little.
How would a basket toss work on
the moon, for instance? How about
on Mars?

The gravitational attraction between any two objects, Galileo
showed, is determined by their mass. The more massive the
objects, the greater the gravitational force. The less massive, the
weaker the force. (Gravity is also determined by the distance
between the objects. The greater the distance, the weaker the
gravitational force. So Earth’s gravity pulls harder on you when
you’re on Earth’s surface than it does when you’re at the edge
of space. And because weight is a measure of gravity’s effect on
mass, you weigh less on the top of Mount Everest than you do by
the seashore. But it’s only a quarter-pound or so.)
The moon’s gravitational pull is just 17 percent (about one-sixth)
that of Earth. Therefore, a flyer should be able to rise six times
higher than she can here. So if we can toss her nearly 18 feet
(5.5 m) on Earth, on the moon, she could reach a height of 108
feet (33 m)!
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Mars is smaller than the Earth,
but larger than the moon. So the
strength of its gravitational pull lies
somewhere between them, at about
38 percent (a little over one-third)
that of Earth. There our record-setting
flyer would rise about 47 feet (14.3 m)
into the Martian air.
Not every space-based stadium would be so rosy. Jupiter is
the largest planet in our solar system. Its surface gravity is 287
percent (almost three times) stronger than ours, and as you might
expect, attempting a basket toss
there would be a seriously
tricky business. Even if
you could stand on its
surface (you couldn’t)
and withstand being
crushed by its
atmosphere (ditto),
the maximum
height you could
hope to launch a
flyer before gravity
brought her crashing
down would be a paltry 6
feet (1.8 m).

The best place in the solar system for a basket
toss would probably be dwarf planet Pluto, or
the surface of an asteroid like Ceres.
Tiny Pluto’s surface gravity is just 6 percent that
of Earth. There our flyer could soar nearly 300 feet
(91.4 m) before coming back down. That’s about the same height
as the Statue of Liberty.
The gravity on the surface of asteroid Ceres is less than
half that of Pluto, and around 3.5 percent that of the
Earth. There, our flyer could reach 620 feet (189 m)
or more.
Of course, that’s all assuming that once you got to any of these
places, and survived, you’d still be able to perform the stunt the
way you could back home.
Chances of that aren’t great. For one thing, without gravity,
the muscles we normally use just to hold ourselves up weaken
rapidly. Even with as much exercise as astronauts can manage,
calf muscles, thigh muscles, and muscles in the neck and back
may all lose 20 percent of their mass in just a week and a
half. After a ten-month trip to Mars, a 30-year-old astronaut/
cheerleader may be more like an 80-year old in terms of physical
strength. Tossing one of her crew mates skyward may not seem
like such a great idea. The flyer may not much look forward to
landing, either.
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Even ignoring that small
problem, there’s still the issue
of performing in a uniform
that’s probably a little heavier
than anything you’re used to.
At the moment, NASA’s nextgeneration suit looks like this:
And while that’s a big
improvement over current
suits, it’s still a long way from
tank tops, shorts, and skirts.
Only 12 people have ever had the opportunity to perform some
athletic feat while standing on a surface other than Earth’s, and
they were all on the moon. Apollo 14 Commander Alan Shepard’s
attempt in 1971 was by far the most famous.

After finishing their work gathering soil and rock samples,
Shepard indulged his curiosity with a once-in-a-lifetime chance
to hit a golf ball on the moon. He had to swing one-handed—the
suit wouldn’t let him grab the club with both. And he couldn’t
bend much or put his legs and back into the swing—it was pretty
much a one-armed swipe. And though he tried twice, he didn’t
get the ball to travel more than a couple of hundred yards. But
when he saw it sailing through the airless space, falling ever so
slowly, he told Mission Control that the ball was going for “miles
and miles.”
Someday, no doubt, it will.

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE
With luck, this look at the connections between science and
cheerleading will leave you hungry for more—which would
be a good thing, because honestly, the work has barely begun.
Examining the science involved in any sport is only a fairly recent
phenomenon. And to date, most of the experiments and analysis
have been focused on “big-money” sports like football and
baseball and popular Olympic events. Cheerleading as a sport
is only in its infancy, and while some of its stunts are close to
gymnastics, others are unique.
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As a result, there’s a good chance that no one has yet analyzed
all the forces at play in any particular stunt. Coaches and
cheerleaders have years of experience to call upon, of course,
but experiments that gave them some hard information—think
science project!—would surely be helpful.
For example, in the very first stunt we looked at, the basket toss, we
said almost nothing about the role of the flyer in affecting the height
of the toss. Is there anything she could possibly do to help her go
higher? Why might a particular action help or hurt her chances?
And what about the bases? It’s clear that what they need to do
is accelerate the flyer as much as possible, but what’s the best
way to do that? What training might help them improve not just
their strength but their speed? And what about their beginning
crouches and ending jumps? What does a double “down up,
down up” approach to the launch actually do? How much height
does it add, compared with just a single “down up”? Where is
that extra acceleration coming from? And what about the bases
pushing themselves off the ground as they finish the launch—is
that really adding height to the flyer, or is it putting energy into
legs that really would be better spent on arms?
There are thousands of similar questions, and the only way to
find the answers is through experiment. Talk to your coach,
talk to your science teacher. Even better, get them and your
teammates in the same room at the same time. There’s no telling
what you might come up with.

After all, even Sir Isaac Newton dreamed of being a cheerleader.
Honest. In one of his most famous quotes he said, “If I have seen
further than others, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.”
Most people assume he was referring to the accomplishments
of scientists who came before him, like Galileo, but flyers
know better....
Middle school, high school, college—these are the ideal places
and times for you to pursue all the things you love, from flipping
to physics, hamstrings to hamsters. Not one of them, you’ll find,
is really off in its own separate universe. And as you go onward,
you’ll discover that there are any number of professions that call
for the same interests and curiosity that are driving you now.
To name just a very few:
The field of sports and exercise science encompasses professions
such as physical therapists and athletic trainers. Physical
therapists help people overcome the effects of injuries and
disease. Athletic trainers design programs to help people achieve
fitness goals that range from weight loss and general health
improvement to increased endurance or strength.
There are a range of specialties for doctors interested specifically
in sports. Among them are orthopedic surgeons, who repair
physical damage from sports-related injuries. Cases like this
include Louisville basketball player Kevin Ware’s leg break
and United States soccer player Ali Krieger’s anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) and medial collateral ligament (MCL) tears.
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Much of the analysis that you’re read about in this book is
based on the work of scientists who specialize in the field of
biomechanics, which as its name suggests, investigates how
physical laws apply to living bodies, from bacteria to beetles to
barracudas to bobcats to guys named Bob. Among other things,
they study how bones, muscles, ligaments, and tendons actually
work, and how they relate to injury and disease. Their studies
may result not just in better athletic performances but also in
better prosthetics for amputees (for both humans and pets), or
better solutions for knee replacements. They also are key to the
booming business of robotics—if you want to make a robot as
humanlike (or doglike, fishlike, or plantlike) as possible, it helps
to know just how the real thing moves.
Related to this, medical device designers work not only to create
and improve machines to monitor people’s health, such as blood
sugar monitors for diabetics, but also to engineer prosthetics and
braces that help the injured stay safe and regain normal physical
function. Tissue engineers study how and why, on a cellular level,
tissues like tendons get injured, and how to fix or replace them.
Science Cheerleader Wendy, for example, engineers cartilage
to help people with knee injuries. Articular cartilage is the shiny,
white substance that covers the ends of bones that move against
one another, like at the knee joint. Cartilage serves very important
roles as a shock absorber and low friction surface. Unfortunately,
the characteristics that give it these abilities also prevent it from
healing well after it’s injured. If cartilage injuries are left untreated,

the damage gets worse
and may progress to the
disease osteoarthritis.
Wendy’s research
focuses on creating new
cartilage to replace the
damaged pieces and prevent the development of osteoarthritis.
Wendy is conducting this research as part of her Ph.D. program, all
while cheering for the Oakland Raiders.
For researchers like Wendy and other professionals in fields
that touch on both sports and science, it was important at some
point during their school years to study subjects such as physics,
biology, chemistry, and math, and some of the many specialties
that branch off from them. But you’ll get to all that, if you’re not
already deeply engaged. What, you might wonder, could you be
doing right now?
Well, actually, you could go to space.
Not quite literally, although some scientists do indeed join teams
at NASA and other space agencies to study the effects of space
travel on astronaut physical fitness and health. Long periods in
low-gravity conditions can leave astronauts with wasted muscles,
brittle bones, and weak circulatory systems. As technology
develops and our goals for space exploration become more
ambitious, astronauts will need to spend longer and longer times
in low-gravity—a trip to Mars may take ten months, one-way.
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DEVON: SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Navigating through space requires the ability to solve problems
with math and apply close attention to detail… skills similar to
what it takes to be a good software engineer. Devon, a cheerleader
with the NBA’s Washington Wizards, is also a software engineer.

But you can join the Science Cheerleaders who are already doing
research on the International Space Station. Science Cheerleaders
Summer and Wendy have teamed up with SciStarter and a
research team at the University of California Davis to create
Project MERCCURI. Their goal is both to study the diversity of
microscopic organisms, such as bacteria, on Earth, and to see
how they do when transported to the very low gravity conditions
aboard the space station. Their hope is that the results will help
scientists better understand how to manage the growth of these
tiny creatures in both environments.
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A FINAL WORD
Who would have thought cheerleading included so much
science? The Science Cheerleaders, of course! We use concepts
from science and engineering every day to do our “day jobs.”
Science and engineering are part of nearly every aspect of our
lives, and we look forward to sharing more scientific concepts
with you. We’ve barely scratched the surface of topics like
nutrition, computer science, kinesiology, acoustics, and
weather—but they all play a part in cheerleading—and part of
the fun of science is that there’s always something new to learn!
The Science Cheerleaders partner with Pop Warner Little
Scholars to bring science to cheerleaders, playfully challenge
stereotypes about scientists and cheerleaders, and engage youth
cheerleaders and football players in “citizen science” projects
from our sister-site, SciStarter!
In 2011, the Science Cheerleaders and Pop Warner cheerleaders
set a Guinness Book of World Records for the World’s Largest
Cheerleading Cheer (we cheered for science, of course!).
In 2013-2014 the Science Cheerleaders teamed up with
University of California (UC) Davis and Pop Warner to collect
microbes—microscopic organisms—from shoes, cell phones,
and sports fields across the country. This citizen science project
was called Project MERCCURI (Microbe Ecology Research
Combining Citizen and University Researchers on ISS).

Four thousand microbes were sequenced at Argonne National
Laboratory so we could learn more about microscopic life on
Earth; seven Pop Warner teams had their microbes flown on
the International Space Station to help scientists learn how they
grow in space, compared to on Earth; and some microbes were
collected by the astronauts themselves on the Space Station
to learn what types of microbes are growing in our National
Laboratory in space!
Discover what we found by visiting spaceMicrobes.org
Microbes being
collected by
Pop Warner
cheerleaders, Pro
Cheerleader, and
ISS Astronaut.
2014: Science
Cheerleaders
are working with
Pop Warner to
gather insights from parents and fans to inform NASA’s Asteroid
Initiative! Learn more at ECASTonline.org
We hope this work inspires you to learn more about science,
cheerleading, and citizen science! Spacemicrobes.org
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NEW! 2015/2016 Science Cheerleader, SciStarter, Pop Warner,
and YLACES (Youth Learning as Citizen Environmental
Scientists) are working with NASA and Globe.gov to collect and
analyze soil samples from fields and other locations, in part, to
monitor moisture levels. This important information will help
NASA calibrate the accuracy of their new satellite, measuring
soil moisture around the globe, every three days. Our data will
not only help NASA, it will be used to improve weather forecasts,
detail water/energy/carbon cycles, monitor droughts, predict
floods, and assist crop productivity.
For more information about the Science
Cheerleaders, visit
sciencecheerleader.com

• Host Career Day Interviews or Meet-the-Expert Events. You
could invite a Science Cheerleader who has a cool science
career; or an Exercise Physiologist, Nutritionist, or Sports
Medicine doctor who can come and give a talk to your cheer
team/club about healthy training and fueling for the sport.
• …The possibilities are boundless—just like the discoveries
awaiting us all from the field of science—limited only by
our imaginations!
Wherever your cheerleading adventures take you, we wish you
well and hope you keep learning and growing. To send you off
properly, here’s one more video cheer for science—this time,
appropriately, about the Space Station. GOOOO SCIENCE!

For more information on how you
can get involved in citizen science
projects, visit scistarter.com
It is also our hope that you can
apply the principles you learn in this
book toward making your cheering a
better, safer experience. In the end, this
book was written not just to share cool facts about cheerleading,
but to help you do things. For example, you might…
• Create a Stunt Safety Checklist for your squad that incorporates
principles of momentum, inertia and gravity into spotting,
throwing, catching, tumbling, and aerial execution.
• Choose a science fair project that further explores the Science of
Cheerleading with your classmates and friends.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Cheer Terminology
Definitions for cheer stunts and performers can be found here.
Science Terminology
acceleration

crumple zone

lift

propeller

air resistance

drag

ligament

shock

angular momentum

deceleration

linear momentum

tendon

atmosphere

escape velocity

mass

tension

axis of rotation

fascia

materials science

tensile force

biomechanics

force

momentum

tensegrity

compression

friction

moment of inertia

terminal velocity

connective tissue

gravity

musculoskeletal system

thrust

conservation of angular
momentum

impact

nervous system

torque

inertia

Newton

torque reaction

laws of motion

orbit

velocity

conservation of momentum
controlled crush

orbital velocity
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